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Abstract
Smart environments equipped with appropriate sensory devices are
used to measure people’s activities. These activities represent Activ-
ities of Daily Living (ADL) or Activities of Daily Working (ADW).
Measuring progressive changes in activities is a subject of research
interest. A number of medical conditions and their treatments are
associated with progressive changes such as reduced movement over
time.
The aim of this research is to determine means of inspecting trends
in the ADL/ADW to identify progressive changes and predict be-
havioural abnormalities. The ADL/ADW pattern will change over
time and this is a consequence of the individual’s condition. Iden-
tifying evolving behavioural patterns will help to predict the trend
in the ADL/ADW behavioural pattern before any abnormalities are
identified. The data provided for this investigation are from real en-
vironments (home and office). Additionally, a simulator is developed
to generate simulated data for ADLs.
To answer the research question identified in this research, the initial
investigation was conducted and a novel Human Behaviour Mo-
mentum Indicator (HBMI) is proposed. The HBMI is introduced to
identify changes based on activities recorded from a single sensor. To
show the effectiveness of the proposed approach, results are compared
with Relative Strength Index (RSI). The results show that trends in
ADL or ADW can be detected and the direction of the activity’s trend
is predicted.
To represent a holistic report based on a multiple sensors/activities
representing progressive changes in the participant’s behaviour, a novel
Human Behaviour Indicator (HBI) is also proposed. The pro-
posed HBI indicator is constructed as a composite indicator, which
will compute progressive changes in behaviour based on the events
that are performed during the entire day. The percentage of changes
between events is used to compare events and measure the progressive
changes. The proposed technique identifies the user’s daily behaviour
and distinguishes between normal and abnormal behavioural patterns
of the ADLs or ADWs. Analysis of the data indicates that the HBI
could clearly differentiate between the normal and the abnormal be-
haviour and give a warning status with a confidence level.
Identifying trends in ADLs or ADWs using trend analysis techniques
are investigated to interpret the behavioural changes in a suitable
format to be understood by the carers or supervisors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is always useful to find means of improving lifestyles by monitoring the pro-
gressive changes in people’s activities of daily living (ADL) or activities of daily
working (ADW). The number of older adults who need peripheral help in their
daily activities is increasing and it is predicted to be approximately 22% of the
world population by 2050 [1]. This will lead to some problems in caring sys-
tems for those people and increase the number of care providers is not a realistic
solution. It is suggested that smart environments technologies can help in solv-
ing some of the related problems [2]. An office worker could face major causes
of stress that could affect their well-being or behaviour because of the lack of
control of their environmental conditions. Therefore, using current technology
in the smart office to manage the performance of the office’s environment such
as lighting, heating and Personal Computer so as to be more responsive to the
user’s habits and routines, would be more acceptable and better for their users’
wellbeing. [3, 4, 5].
Monitoring people in their smart environments while they are carrying out
their activities and inferring decisions as of when to intervene is an open area for
research [6]. The ADL or ADW may all be affected by changes in a person’s health
or well-being. For example, total sleeping duration could follow a consistent
pattern unless there are step changes due to some medical conditions [7, 8].
It is necessary to integrate pervasive technologies into work and home envi-
ronments to collect the data that represents ADL and ADW. Identifying trends
in users’ behaviour over a long period will help to forecast abnormalities in ADL
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and ADW. In this thesis, progressive changes in people’s behaviour are referred to
as behavioural evolution. For instance, identifying the progressive changes in
the behaviour of a person suffering from mild cognitive impairment will allow the
caregiver to monitor and intervene when abnormal behaviour is predicted. The
ADL pattern may change over time, and it is important to forecast the trend in
the ADL pattern before any abnormalities are identified.
Smart environments including smart homes and smart offices should be able
to detect, track and recognise participants in their places. Smart environments
may include the following aspects [9]:
• The number of participants in the smart environment,
• The participant’s recognition,
• The participant’s activities, and
• The participant’s movements between different areas.
It is a very important factor in designing a smart environment to ensure that
the technology does not interfere, with participants’ activities and all sensory
devices in the data collection network should operate autonomously [10]. The
sensory devices at home could include house electrical devices e.g. cooker and
fridge, domestic objects e.g. taps, bed and sofa, temperature conditioning devices
e.g. air conditioning and radiator, personal computers and chairs. These devices
can be activated automatically or monitored remotely. Some potential advantages
of this technology are:
• By monitoring the progressive changes in the participant’s behaviour or
current activities, safety concerns can be raised and ensure help is provided
whenever a possible abnormal behaviour is observed,
• It can adapt and control the devices that make the participant more com-
fortable, such as changing the temperature automatically or controlling the
use of the electricity to reduce cost and for energy efficiency.
2
Chapter 1: Introduction
The aim of this research is to identify means of inspecting trends in the ADL
or ADW to identify progressive changes gathered from a sensor network forming
an Ambient Intelligence (AmI) environment 1. The smart environments should
be equipped with a sensor network to monitor the participants’ behaviour and
identify their ADL or ADW. The data used in this research are collected using
low cost and readily available sensors, which can be installed by the participants
themselves.
The rest of this chapter is organised in the following order. An overview of
this research is presented initially followed by the aims of this thesis and the
proposed objectives presented in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 introduces the major
contribution of the thesis. Finally, Section 1.4 has the outline of the remaining
chapters of this thesis.
1.1 Overview of the Research
In an AmI environment, the participant’s behaviour can be extracted from a
sensory network which represents the individual participant’s activities model.
Statistical methods such as Bayesian networks [11, 12] and Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [13, 14] are used in many researches to model the behaviour of people
who live or work in an intelligent environment. There are many challenges in using
such statistical methods to find the relationship between the sensory data and
identifying the actual behaviour of the participant in an intelligent environment.
It is very difficult to model large low-level sensory data sets [6], because of the
complexity of the outputs from these methods [15].
Understanding human behaviour from low level sensory data, interpreting
and summarising a large amount of data and presenting it in an understandable
format are the main challenges that the research here faced. These challenges
could be tackled using different techniques such as Computational Intelligence
techniques or statistical methods integrated with sensory data.
The main research question addressed in this thesis is to investigate the use
1The terms “Ambient Intelligence (AmI)”, “Intelligent Environment” and “Smart Environ-
ment” are used interchangeably. Examples of such environments are intelligent or smart homes
and intelligent or smart offices.
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of sensors network technology to monitor humans in smart environments and
analyse extracted data that represents the participant’s behaviour. In particular,
this study is trying to answer the following questions:
• How to extract behavioural patterns of a person’s ADL or ADW by analysing
sensory data collected from different sensors in a smart environment.
• How the sensory data is processed to become time series then identify trends
within the data.
• How the data is forecast to extract important daily patterns from them and
predict the direction of the trends in the data.
• How the multiple data that represent multiple activities or events in every
single day are combined in one single datum to represent the participant’s
overall behaviour.
• How unexpected patterns and anomalies within the combined data can be
identified.
• How to validate and test the proposed solutions on data collected from real
environments.
To answer the above questions, the following aims and objectives are identified
for this research.
1.2 Aims and Objectives
The availability of sensor network technology will make it possible to support
and help people in their life by monitoring their activities in smart environments.
However, using various sensors to collect a large amount of data representing
human activities and translate it into a meaningful knowledge is a challenging
task. Summarising extracted data of a person using a smart environment to
understand the progressive changes of this person’s behaviour or predict his/her
future behaviour status is a research challenge due to the complexity of human
behaviour [16, 17].
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The research aims to identify trends in ADL or ADW and interpret them in
a suitable output format. Change of behaviour of a participant in an AmI envi-
ronment is an indicator of this person’s social and health status. The project is
primarily concerned with the interpretation of progressive changes in the partic-
ipant’s behaviour.
This research tries to find an acceptable solution to combine the ADLs or
ADWs of a person who lives or works independently in his/her own home or
office on daily basis and present it in one single value for each day. Most people
would prefer to use non-intrusive sensor technology [18, 19]. Non-intrusive sensors
will not affect their normal activities whereas other sensors may need cooperation
from the user. For instance, wearable sensors need to be worn and sometimes
the participant might have forgotten to wear them [20]. This research will pro-
vide a holistic view of the monitored person’s behaviour and it will forecast the
behaviour evolution of the participant and it will raise an early warning of an
abnormal behaviour when it is observed or expected to happen in near future.
The present research, therefore, will employ and assess such approaches to dis-
cover suitable methods for constructing Synthetic Composite Indicators (SCI). In
particular, it aims to deliver an intelligent technique as a framework to build a
Human Behaviour Indicator (HBI) that can help enable consistent and transpar-
ent assessments and forecasting of the progressive changes in human behaviour.
The HBI represents a holistic report based on multiple sensors/activities repre-
senting progressive changes in the participant’s behaviour. As a starting point for
developing HBI, the investigation initially focused on a single sensor. A novel Hu-
man Behaviour Momentum Indicator (HBMI) is introduced to identify changes
based on activities recorded from a single sensor. The proposed methods, HBMI
and HBI, will be applied to several data sets representing ADLs or ADWs. They
are evaluated using real data sets and the results show that trends in ADL or
ADW can be detected and the direction of the activity’s trend is predicted.
To accomplish the aim of this research, the following objectives are identified:
• To investigate different methods for representing big sensory data sets which
representing the participants’ behavioural patterns.
• To investigate existing trend analysis techniques and their suitability for
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measuring trends in ADL or ADW.
• To compare the performance of different techniques to assess the most ap-
propriate technique of understanding and interpretation of the sensory data
sets collected from smart environments.
• To investigate alternative methods for measure human behaviour evolution
and to introduce a novel HBMI to be used as an intelligent technique that
can measure progressive changes in human behaviour and can predict the
direction of trends in the behaviour.
• To construct a novel HBI technique to measure the overall changes in human
behaviour and give a holistic overview of the human behaviour evolution.
• To validate the effectiveness of the introduced HBMI and HBI frameworks
and to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses. Several real data sets from
different smart environments are used as case studies.
1.3 Research Contribution
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• To identify the behavioural pattern of a participant who lives or works in
a smart environment using sensory data.
• To investigate techniques that can visualise large binary data sets in a suit-
able form. For example, start time, duration and disturbances of occupying
one place on daily basis can be used for modelling the occupancy pattern
of this place and it may then be used to forecast the behaviour.
• To investigate different techniques that can be applied to determine trends
in human behaviour. For instance, using one of the versions of moving aver-
age to determine the trend in a data set that represents sleeping behaviour.
• To determine outliers or anomalies within the behavioural patterns of the
behaviour of a participant who uses a smart environment. The identification
is based on different trend analysis techniques.
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• To investigate techniques that can be used to aggregate the data of ADLs or
ADWs and identify the trends and predict the trend direction of aggregated
data. To provide an understandable holistic report of a monitored person,
a novel HBMI is introduced. For example, using this approach to aggregate
more than one feature (start time, duration, number of disturbances and
end-time of sleeping) to represent the whole sleeping trend and predict the
direction of the trend.
• To introduce a novel HBI technique that can be used to aggregate the events
carried out by a participant in a smart environment. The novel approach
that is investigated in this research is based on using statistical techniques
to build a composite indicator that can aggregate the data and presents
it in one understandable graph representing long term human behaviour
evolution.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters that are summarised as follows:
Chapter 2: Literature Review - This chapter discussed the relevant literature
in the field of intelligent environments. The literature is covered the following
areas: healthcare challenges, human behaviour recognition, trend analysis tech-
niques, momentum indicators and composite indicators techniques, representa-
tion and abnormal detection using statistical methods and computational intel-
ligence techniques. The literature gives an overview of the available technologies
that are used for modelling the human behaviour.
Chapter 3: Data Preparation and Data Representation - This chapter de-
scribes the data sets representing the ADLs and ADWs for the people who occu-
pied smart environments. The data preparation is also presented in this chapter.
In addition, the sensory data are represented using different techniques. Some
methods of interpretation and visualisation of data are discussed. These methods
are implemented on our data to understand the behavioural pattern evolution of
the participants.
Chapter 4: Trend Analysis and Prediction Techniques - This chapter pro-
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vides an overview of trend analysis techniques that can be applied to human
behaviour data sets. Then some existing prediction techniques which are used
in time series prediction are reviewed. The chapter begins by presenting the
trend analysis techniques such as different moving average techniques and sea-
sonal Kendall test. In addition, novel prediction approaches based on trend anal-
ysis techniques are introduced as time series predictors. Then, the chapter intro-
duces different momentum indicators methods used in this thesis and discusses
their benefits in time series prediction.
Chapter 5: Applying Trend Analysis and Prediction Techniques for single
Activity - In this chapter, some techniques that can be used in analysing binary
sensory data to identify normal behaviour, distinguish any abnormalities and de-
termine possible trends in the behaviour are presented. A novel momentum indi-
cator that can be used to predict the future behaviour direction is proposed. This
indicator can detect abnormal activities. The chapter starts with an overview of
trend analysis techniques that are used to detect trends in human behaviour in
this research. Then prediction techniques are described and novel ideas to predict
the future of trends and behaviour are implemented. The chapter concludes that
the proposed techniques to identify trends and predict the trend’s direction can
find trends direction and anomalies within the sensory data.
Chapter 6: The Human Behaviour Indicator - In this chapter, a novel com-
posite indicator to aggregate sensory data is presented. The indicator is built
to aggregate multivariate data features represents the events carried out by the
participant in a smart environment. Different models of the composite indicator
are tested and compared to find out the best model to aggregate the sensory data.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Works - The conclusions of this thesis
are presented in this chapter and some future research in progressive changes in
human behaviour are proposed.
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Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Progressive changes in the human behaviour can be monitored and measured
using appropriate measurement devices and communication equipment that are
available to support collecting data from smart environments. A network of
sensors can be installed in a smart environment to continuously monitor the par-
ticipants, which will help a supervisor to observe the progressive changes in the
participant’s behaviour. Many smart environment projects that allow a human
to live or work independently have been developed. They can monitor the par-
ticipants who may have or may have not disabilities [21, 22]. For instance, living
in a nursing home is quite expensive; therefore, a smart home is a preferable liv-
ing environment [23]. Smart home environments can perceive long-term changes
that may cause health concerns. Such systems will alert carers and family of
any significant changes in the occupant’s behaviour, diet, daily tasks or health.
Smart environments offer such solutions by using human behaviour recognition
to monitor the person’s activities and alert the carer if something abnormal is
detected. In another example, to reduce energy consumption in a smart envi-
ronment, human behaviour can be monitored to improve their habits in terms of
reducing the energy consumption and carbon emissions [24]. Human behaviour
recognition has been demonstrated to be a valuable key to understand people’s
needs [22].
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The analysis of human behaviour using trend analysis techniques will show
how people act in their daily life, therefore providing a better understanding
of their necessities and demands. The analysis of human behaviour will help
to understand people’s habits and daily routines. So far, assisted living systems
have attempted to meet the understanding of personal healthcare challenges when
bringing healthcare through Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
[25].
This chapter reviews existing research studies on trends in human behaviour,
human behaviour recognition, progressive changes in human behaviour, and ab-
normal detection algorithms and techniques. This chapter is structured as follows:
in Section 2.2, the trend analysis for human behaviour is reviewed. Related lit-
erature on human behaviour recognition, Composite Indicators and abnormality
detection are reviewed in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. A methodology
of the research is presented in Section 2.7. A summary is presented in Section
2.8.
2.2 Trend Analysis for Human Activities Recog-
nition
Trend analysis for human behaviours (monitored in a smart environment) is inves-
tigated by some researchers in this field [6]. Mahmoud et. al. in [26] introduced
the importance of trends in activities of daily living of a single elderly person.
An algorithm called Extended Episode Discovery (xED) is introduced in [27] to
search for regular patterns, highlighting the periodicity and variability of each
discovered pattern. However, the data sets used in this research to validate their
algorithms are very small.
Virone et. al. in [28] presented a pattern mining model to monitor high-level
activities of an elderly person to help them live independently. The system will
send an alert to caregivers about the evolution of the behaviour status of their
monitored user. Their idea is good but they did not use their model on real
data. Kemp et. al. in [29] introduced an algorithm to generate information
and summarisation of changes in an elderly person’s behaviour for long-term
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monitoring. They focus on reducing the number of transmissions required by
a wearable monitoring system. The authors in [30] introduce a framework to
determine the wellness of an elderly person. They use the double exponential
smoothing strategy to determine the trends of the older adult’s activity. However,
they claim that the sequence pattern of the sensors on a day at a particular period
could be predicted using Sensors Activity Pattern Matching (SAPM) technique,
which is not possible for human behaviour.
A linguistic summarisation for describing long-term trends of change in human
behaviour is presented in [31]. The procedure is to provide information to elder
adults, carers and family in an understandable language by adapting a measure
of similarity for comparing behaviours that are adapted over time. Their idea
is based on clustering and comparing the similarity between the activities at a
specific time to detect trends. However they concentrate on linguistic summari-
sation more than trend analysis itself. Researchers in [32] described models for
detecting behavioural and health-related changes in a patient’s behaviour who is
monitored continuously in a smart home. They used Holt’s linear trend method
to predict different physiological parameters of the monitored user.
Many factors could cause cycles in data such seasonal climatic changes, tides,
changes in vehicle traffic patterns during the day, and so on. These kinds of
changes are not “trends” because they do not indicate long-term change. There-
fore, the trend should be considered as a cycle with a rising/falling long-term level
with random fluctuation about the cycle. The common trend analysis techniques
are categorised into three main types as they are presented in Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2
and 2.2.3 respectively.
2.2.1 Traditional Techniques
Mathematical techniques are used to forecast all types of trends. The explo-
ration of data analysis is to identify the diverse types of trends in historical data
[33]. The most common methods include various forms of weighted smoothing
methods, turning point analysis, decomposition, adaptive filtering, Box-Jenkins,
moving average and curve fitting analysis. These mathematical models have a
common feature which is that historical data is the only criteria for producing a
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forecast. However, if two people are using the same model on the same data the
forecasting may not be the same because mathematical models involve smoothing
constants, coefficients and other parameters that must be adjusted by the user.
Many researchers use mathematical trend analysis techniques to identify dis-
parities and to propose future goals. Authors in [34] have used moving average
to find trends in the progress of reducing mortality among persons 65 to 74 years
of age. Fitting curve analysis technique is used in [35] to study bones and similar
materials such as ivory from prehistoric sites which have recorded a wealth of
information on the past ways of life and its changes.
2.2.2 Statistical Techniques
Statistical trend analysis techniques are often used to extract an underlying pat-
tern of behaviour in time series. Time series data could be partly or nearly
completely hidden by noise and the statistical methods have the potential to get
their trend. These techniques could be simply described as a trend estimation,
which can be undertaken within a formal regression analysis.
Researchers have proposed many statistical techniques to detect trends [36,
37]. The methods are classified into parametric, non-parametric and mixed tech-
niques. The non-parametric test do not require any further major assumptions
about the data [38]. The parametric methods require data to be normally dis-
tributed. However, the assumption of independence is more important than the
normality assumption. Most of the proposed methods give reasonable estimates
of the trend even if the normality assumption is violated if they are provided with
the true distribution which is not excessively distorted and the independence as-
sumption holds. If the independence assumption is badly broken then the trend
estimates will be quite poor [39].
The most common statistical methods to extract trends according to [39] are
linear regression, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, Non-seasonal Mann-
Kendall test, Regional non-seasonal Mann-Kendall test, Seasonal Kendall test
and Regional seasonal Kendall test.
In general, trend analysis techniques are widely used in many scientific studies.
For instance, authors in [40] used Laplace Test for trend analysis and prediction
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of incipient faults for power systems. In healthcare studies, some researchers
use trend analysis to monitor trends in disease and death rates and social and
behavioural risk factors that may participate in adverse events [41].
2.2.3 Computational Intelligence Techniques
Many Computational Intelligence (CI) techniques are used to identify trends in
data mainly in economic studies [42]. The most common methods used in trend
analysis include neural networks, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. In addition,
there is another approach based on hybrids of two or more CI techniques together
or between CI and statistical techniques [43]. For instance, a multiple fuzzy
inference system is used to predict daily trading decisions [44]. Chourmouziadis
et. al. in [45] used fuzzy system rules along with moving average to assist investors
in terms of trend analysis in short term stock trading. Neural networks are used
for constructing trend impact analysis (TIA) in a stock market [46]. Atsalakis
et. al. in [47] present a Neuro-Fuzzy based methodology to forecast short term
stock trends during turbulent stock market periods. However, CI techniques still
need more investigations in terms of trend analysis.
2.3 Human Behaviour Recognition
Human Behaviour Recognition or Human Activity Recognition (HAR) is a sub-
ject of interest for many researchers. The majority of existing researches in moni-
toring are concentrating on the detection of normal and abnormal behaviour and
how to distinguish between these two groups of activities. Therefore, recognising
significant changes in human behaviour early will help carers/supervisors to act
to avoid prospective problems early as well.
2.3.1 AmI Applications to Support Monitors
Many people find monitoring of their older adults are very challenging, especially
if they have dementia. There are many approaches introduced in human activity
recognition. For example, Fahad et. al. in [48] perform monitoring of changes
in a daily routine of a person lives in a smart home using long-term analysis.
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Researchers in [49] discussed the importance of social and personality factors for
building intelligent systems that can interact with individuals in such a way that
would result in behavioural change. In other research SanMiguel et. al. proposed
an automatic system to recognise human actions from video sequences taken in a
room [50]. However, more investigations in applications to support monitors will
bring better solutions to help them in their work.
Human activity recognition aims to get information about people’s activi-
ties automatically using sensing modalities and analysing them [51]. In general,
human activity understanding covers activity recognition and pattern discovery.
The first deals with the detection of human activities based on a predefined ac-
tivity model and activity pattern discovery are finding unknown patterns directly
from low-level sensor data without any predefined models or assumptions. Both
techniques are aimed to improve human activity technology and they are comple-
mentary to each other [52, 53]. Using activity recognition and pattern discovery in
healthcare and assistance and wellness are possibly the fields that most actively
leverage the knowledge gained from the analysis of human behaviour. Exam-
ples of how healthcare benefits from this technology include supporting healthier
lifestyles e.g., encouraging exercising [54], preventing unhealthy habits e.g., to-
bacco use or unwholesome food [55], monitoring abnormal behaviours e.g., fall
detection [56, 57] or movement difficulty due to ageing or illnesses [58].
2.3.2 Challenges in Human Behaviour Recognition
A brief summary of the challenges facing researchers in human behaviour recogni-
tion and the most used techniques to handle these challenges are presented in this
section. Nugent et. al [59] introduced the main challenges of human activities
which are listed in Table 2.1. These challenges need to be considered by specific
methods and techniques that will overcome them, and some of these techniques
will be reported. It is important to get an appropriate method or algorithm
that can efficiently recognise human activities behaviour. The major techniques
and algorithms used in this field are summarised in some articles such as Liming
et. al. in [60]. They divided the activity recognition algorithms and techniques
into two major strands. The first one is based on machine learning techniques
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including supervised and unsupervised learning methods; these methods using
probabilistic and statistical reasoning. The second strand of these methods is
based on logical modelling in terms of logical theories and representation for-
malisms. Additionally, Mahmoud in [61] classify the methods into statistical and
computational intelligence techniques. Acampora et. al. in [62] categorised the
methods into template matching/transductive techniques, generative, and dis-
criminative approaches. Table 2.2 presents a summary of common methods in
activity recognition.
The methods represented in Table 2.2 deal with behaviour activity recogni-
Table 2.1: The challenges in human activities.
The activity Description
Recognising parallel
activities
Doing more than one activity at the same
time, e.g. watching TV and talking to a
friend.
Recognising over-
lapped activities
Activities overlapped to each other, such
while a person cooking in the kitchen and
the phone rings he/she will stop cooking for
a while until he/she finished the call.
Vagueness in activities
interpretation
Interpret similar activities in unique way.
Like opening refrigerator door, it may have
considered as a cooking or cleaning opera-
tion.
Multiple occupants The place occupied by more than a single
person.
Table 2.2: The summary of common activity recognition methods.
The method The method classifica-
tion
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [63] Supervised
Bayes Network [64] Supervised
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [65] Supervised
Neural Network [66] Unsupervised/ Supervised
Various Variants of HMM and Bayes
Net [67]
Unsupervised
Fuzzy Logic [68] Unsupervised
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tion and prediction. They are classified into supervised and unsupervised tech-
niques. The main idea of using them is to find the dependence and correlations
between the sensory data and ultimately identify the behaviour of the partici-
pant. Probabilistic models are good techniques in terms of identifying human
behaviour. They are capable of representing random variables, data dependency,
and its temporal variation [69]. Several researches used probability-based algo-
rithms to build models of human behaviour activities. For instance, the authors
in [70, 71, 72] used the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model human behaviour
in their research and other authors used Bayesian networks to model human be-
haviour [73, 74]. Alternatively, some computational intelligence techniques are
used to represent and model human behaviour in many researches such as the
authors in [75, 76], who used support vector machine to recognise and classify
the ADL. In other efforts, neural networks are used to recognise human activities
in a smart environment [77, 78]. Different types of fuzzy logic have been used in
human behaviour recognition [79, 80, 81, 82]
2.4 Synthetic Composite Indicators
The concept of the synthetic composite indicator (SCI) can be viewed as a model
of reducing multivariable inputs into a single and meaningful output that can be
interpreted by non-specialists. Aggregating multivariable data seems like a simple
issue, but it is a very challenging task. However, “the methods for aggregating
vast amounts of empirical data remain rather crude” [83]. The aggregated out-
put usually represents the holistic view using a single numerical score and/or an
ordinal rank. To achieve the single output value, the index must go through accu-
rate development steps. In general, these steps involve the included or excluded
variables, handling missing data, the given weight for each variable etc.
The composite index is generally used to measure the overall progressive
changes of the combined elements. Therefore, the following steps should be in-
vestigated to understand the process of building the composite index to measure
the changes, which are:
• The similarity process of the composite index elements: There are many
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steps that may be considered to start the measurement of the index. These
steps include: making sure that the available variables are appropriate,
these variables are enough and well defined to characterise and explain the
all elements and suitable to develop a new measurement index to examine
the progress change in a certain domain.
• The clustering Process: The clustering can be used based on the comparison
of the similarity between different elements that involved in the composite
index using different clustering techniques. The clustering process could
use distance measurement methods such as Euclidean, Squared Euclidean
or City Block etc.
Researchers have developed many techniques to handle the measurement of
the changes in different domains. However, in this research, only aggregation
techniques are being considered. Therefore, the following sections will present
the literature of the main aggregation techniques.
2.4.1 Statistical Aggregation Techniques
The aggregation techniques have two major types that are usually used, which
are additive (linear) and multiplicative (geometric or non-linear). The additive
techniques use the summation of all weighted indicators and sub-indicators to
create a comparison measurement of the studied domain. On the other hand, the
multiplicative aggregation is created based on the power of weighted indicators
or sub-indicators. Moreover, any additive aggregation technique can offer a com-
pensability between its aggregated indicators. For example, if one indicator has
a deficient performance then the indicator that has a significant value can cover
the poor one, which may result in creating a biassed composite indicator.
Using the weighted methods to develop a statistical composite indicator is
crucial to illustrate the outcomes variable. The choosing of the best strategies
for weighting variables is still the focus of researchers. For instance, Babbie in
[84] recommends equal weights to become the standard when constructing SCIs.
Because it is a simple idea, the author in [85]. supports using this technique
to build CSIs. The Equal Weighting (EW) is one of the used techniques that
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rely on giving all variables equal weight. However, there are some authors do
not agree with this approach. Cherchye et al. [86] raised many issues of using
EW. For example, they argued that if different weights for each variable cannot
be gained, that does not mean to constitute SCI using “fundamentally flawed”
method. They also argued that the process of SCI development did not rely on
EW. The authors in [87] discussed the use of EW in both approaches: it can
be used for perfect exchange among variables and it cannot be used with other
variables that will disregard the balancing of these variables.
2.4.2 Computational Intelligence Techniques
Computational Intelligence (CI) techniques are becoming the focus of the re-
searchers because of their precision in predictions, clustering, modelling and trend
analysis. A brief review of these techniques related to creating SCIs is presented
in this section.
The most popular technique that is used to construct a composite index is
the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). For instance, Leigh et al. in [88]
presented a work that showed how they used ANN to aggregate multi-variables
to form a single output. The authors applied the feed-forward neural network
with back-propagation learning into tier data to provide an improvement in the
results. The authors in [89] presented an ANN model, trained using Istanbul
Stock Exchange (ISE) National 100 Index data to predict the direction of stock
price index movement. Such research shows that the use of ANN can model any
functional linear and non-linear relationship.
There are some studies using fuzzy logic to forecast data and build composite
indexes. For example, Aladaga et. al in [90] presented the Index 100 to measure
the changes of the exchange market of Istanbul (IMKB) using fuzzy sets. The
authors in [91] introduced a model to predict the future trend of the exchange
market in Taiwan using heuristic time-invariant fuzzy rules. A new fuzzy time
series forecasting method is proposed in [92]. The authors compared the perfor-
mance of fuzzy logic with some other techniques and they claim their method
gives results that are more accurate.
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2.5 Human Behaviour Abnormality Detection
Several studies have investigated methods to recognise normal and abnormal
human behaviour activities [93]. The anomaly behaviour can be defined as an
unexpected behaviour of the daily routine of a monitored person. The unexpected
activities or patterns in the data are often referred to as anomalies or outliers
[94]. Many techniques to detect anomaly behaviours have been investigated in
many domains including industrial applications, computer networks, medical,
image processing, human behaviour etc. Some literature on anomaly detection
techniques are reviewed in following sections.
2.5.1 Statistical Techniques
Many statistical techniques are used to model and analyse the daily activities
of participants in smart environments. Some of the researchers used statistical
techniques to detect abnormality or outlier activities. In the following sections,
some statistical techniques used as outlier detection techniques are introduced:
2.5.1.1 Hidden Markov Model
Mori el. [95] applied HMM techniques to model the human behaviour and detect
the abnormality in the daily routine of the participant They used likelihood and
k-means to describe and segment their data. As a result, the model is able to
detect some of the anomalous behaviours in their data. However, the limitation
of using their approach is that they did not take into account the differences
in the duration time of the behaviour, which could be an unexpected behaviour
pattern and their method will consider it as abnormal behaviour. Shin et. al.
in [96] developed an HMM model to represent human behaviour and predict
unexpected patterns inside a smart home.
Using a similar tree structure, Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model (HHMM)
can be used to determine abnormal behaviour activities. For example, it can
be used for the duration of the activities and the relationship between them to
distinguish between the normal and the abnormal behaviour. Karaman et. al.
in [97] established a hierarchical model to monitor people who are suffering from
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dementia using wearable devices and then they combined automatic motion-based
segmentation of the video and activity recognition by a hierarchical two-level
HMM to analyse the data. This model consists of multi-model Markov sequence
to deal with visual and audio features. They found the combination of video and
audio devices to record data from people is very difficult task. This method has
many limitations such as the recording of video data can be affected by strong
motion and sharp lighting changes which often appear.
HMM can also be used in combination with other methods. For example,
Antonakaki et al. [98] used a combination of HMM and SVM to classify human
behaviours as normal and abnormal. They proposed to use one class of support
vector machine to detect the abnormal behaviour while they used HMM as a
classifier for trajectories.
2.5.1.2 Gaussian Mixture Model
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used in many researches to model human
activities that are monitored using sensor devices. For instance, researchers in
[99, 100, 101] have used GMM to propose a framework that can recognise motion
primitives to create activity models. Both of them used GMM to classify the
activities based on wearable sensors. Cardinaux et. al. in [102] used GMM to
learn human behaviour and distinguish between normal and abnormal behaviours
of an individual person living in a smart home.
2.5.1.3 Other Statistical Models
Several researches have used different statistical methods such as mean and stan-
dard deviation to identify abnormalities in their data. For example, Jakkula et.
al. in [103] introduced a method to detect the abnormality of using the power in
smart environments based on standard deviation. The Allen’s interval method
in combination with data mining technique is used in [104] to detect anomalies
in ADL. They used a small set of data and their results are not yet validated.
In general, mean and standard deviation are not good methods to detect the
anomalies in human behaviour if the data is not normally distributed.
Another approach of using statistical methods can be found in using the box
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plot, which is a graphical method that can represent data sets. For example,
the box plot is used to display the results of fall detection of an older adult who
lives in a smart home [105, 106]. Each box plot summaries data in five principal
elements, which are: lowest value, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and
highest value. It will not make an assumption about data distribution when it
comes to displaying the differences between populations. However, the box plot
is not an appropriate method for every data set.
2.5.2 Computational Intelligence Techniques
A summary of the literature using computational intelligence techniques in ab-
normality detection is presented below under different section headings.
2.5.2.1 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are used to distinguish between normal and
abnormal human behaviour patterns from low-level sensors. For example, Mehr et
al. in [107] compared three algorithms of ANN to demonstrate the ability of ANNs
to recognise human behaviour and distinguish between normal and abnormal
behaviours. They applied Quick Propagation, Levenberg Marquardt and Batch
Back Propagation on real data sets. Experiments are conducted on real data
collected from low-level sensors installed in a smart home occupied by an older
adult. They noticed that abnormal behaviour can be detected by comparing
the user’s behavioural patterns and recent activity that appeared within these
patterns. However, their data set is small and more data could change the results
because of the behaviour of the ANN, which can adapt its hidden layers to hold
additional information if an example is not found to fit the existing structure.
2.5.2.2 Data Mining Techniques
Data mining techniques are used to cluster the data representing the human be-
haviour and using their association rules to find the relationship between human
activities. For instance, Sebastian et. al. in [108] proposed a data mining tech-
nique to detect anomalous behaviour in a smart home occupant, with the data
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extracted from sensors in a real environment. However, their data is not de-
scribed well. A framework combining statistical analysis with two data-mining
techniques is introduced in [109] to identify valid window operational patterns
in a smart office and they measured the relationship between human behaviour
and energy consumption. Additionally, Fuzzy c-means and k-means clustering
techniques are used in [110] to identify the boundaries of normal behaviours after
the human behaviour have been recognised using HMM. The research introduces
a recognition system based on 3-dimensional data collected by Microsoft Kinect
sensor. The data are trained to identify the normal behaviour of the person at
his home. The system will consider any new data that does not belong to any
cluster as abnormal behaviour.
Zhang et. al. in [111] used different clustering analysis techniques such as
hierarchical clustering and adaptive methods that can update the likelihoods of
activities based on new observations of action clusters. These techniques are
used to compare sensor data sets collected from nine independent living homes
for the routine of meal preparations. The data sets represented six month of
sensory data. They compared the sensory data against two weeks of ground truth
information provided by the residents. The results of the clustering techniques
show good potential for using this system on such data. The multi-task clustering
approach is used in [112] to classify the everyday activities from visual data
gathered from cameras in an intelligent environment. A framework is proposed
to tackle the challenging problem of egocentric activity recognition and detect
abnormal activities. They presented two algorithms: Earth Movers Distance
Multi-Task Clustering and Convex Multi-Task Clustering. They used simulated
data to evaluate their methods along with two real data sets. The results achieved
the best performance when some a priori knowledge about the data relationship
is available. In another effort, Li et. al. in [113] developed a system able to
automatically learn the propositional logic rules of intricate relations in complex
activities. Their results show that the proposed system can recognise complex
activities involving the incomplete or incorrect observations of atomic actions.
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2.5.2.3 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine is used in many researches to solve the problem of detect-
ing abnormal human behaviour in data collected from intelligent environments.
For instance, Hu et. al. in [114] developed an algorithm to automate the de-
tecting of home visits to an older adult who lives alone in a smart home and
report any abnormal visit to this home. They used an ambient and wearable
sensing network to collect their data. In addition, they used visiting reports from
caregivers to label the positive data. Then they used one class of SVM to train
the positive data and tested the algorithm to find the abnormalities in the data.
They tested their system in a real-life health care system and it gives satisfactory
results when the a system has combination of sensors.
A system for fall detection is introduced in [115]. The system is based on data
collected from a home occupied by an older adult person and it consists of two
stages. In the first stage, features are extracted from data using ellipse fitting and
a projection histogram. The axes of the ellipse are used to distinguish different
postures of the human. Then, in the second stage, the extracted features are
fed into a directed acyclic graph support vector machine for posture classification
of the human. The results from the classification are combined with the derived
floor information to detect the fall. They used 15 data sets representing individual
people to train the system, then they applied it to a simulated home environment.
The results achieved high fall detection.
In another effort, Jakkula et. al. used Support Vector Machine in [116] to
detect an abnormality in human behaviour using data collected from an intelligent
home. They aimed to develop a system that will help the inhabitants to live in
their own home with as little interference as possible. They incorporated Support
Vector Machine in Weka Software to achieve better results.
2.5.2.4 Fuzzy Systems
Fuzzy systems are used in many researches to detect abnormalities in human
behaviour when using smart environments. For instance, Yao et. al. in [117] used
a fuzzy system to build a framework based on fuzzy machine vision to recognise
human behaviour. They extracted visual features from the video sequences of the
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human silhouette, then they used these features as inputs to the fuzzy system.
They employed fuzzy c-means clustering to learn the membership functions of
their system. They used the Weizman human action data set [118] to test their
system. However, their system is not dealing with the high levels of uncertainty
in a dynamic real-world environment.
A multi-sensor intelligent system that uses information from several sources
(video, audio and other sensors) is proposed by Castro et. al in [119]. They used
their system to identify dangerous or interesting intrusion behaviours. Their
framework was designed as a generic ontology to receive and integrate as input
the heterogeneous knowledge and deal with them as a homogeneous set. They
proposed a rule-based model to process the information obtained from the moni-
tored environment. They claim that the model is adjustable to meet the specific
needs of each customer and the rules can be configured depending on each sce-
nario. Whenever an intrusion is detected the system will generate an alarm, and
it will notify the user via mobile devices. Therefore, the system will generate
reports in real time as well as a context-sensitive notification.
In an other effort, Acampora et. al. in [120] proposed a hierarchical architec-
ture framework based on a tracking algorithm, fuzzy inference systems and time-
delay neural networks. They aimed to improve the performance of the human
behaviour analysis systems in terms of scalability, robustness and effectiveness
in behaviour detection. They used the aforementioned methodologies to enable
quantitative and qualitative behavioural analysis and for better identifying the
activities. They used the well-known CAVIAR data set to validate the proposed
framework and compared with other similar approaches working on the same data
set.
2.5.3 Distance and Similarity Measures
Similarity measurements are also used to detect anomalous behaviours in intelli-
gent environments [121]. Several researches investigated different techniques and
proposed different models that mainly using similarity and distance measurements
methods on a wide range of applications such as suspicious behaviour in crowded
places, fall detection and abnormal ADLs. However, these techniques still need
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more investigation when they come to be applied to human behaviour in assisted
living environments and specifically human behavioural pattern recognition.
Canda´s et. al. in [122] proposed a method based on physical activity measure-
ments that automatically mine the data. The method can detect an abnormality
in human behaviour by measuring the change of physical activity by comparing
the current activity with the historical data. They used real data recorded over
two days for twelve people. However, they still need to validate their method by
considering activities disorder and the changes of the human behaviour in differ-
ent days such as the differences between weekdays and weekends. They also need
more data to cover long-term monitoring to have a comparable historical data.
In the aspects of sensor application, a similarity function is used to detect
abnormal behaviour [123]. The authors model an episode that contains a series
of events that includes spatial and temporal information. They used the similarity
function to compare two episodes taking into consideration temporal aspects. The
proposed method to reduce the wrong classification is to divide episodes into two
groups. Weights on individual functions that comprise the similarity function are
determined experimentally to ensure the method will get good results. However,
the data sets of their work are not clear to fully understand the method and
discuss results.
Meng et. al. in [124] proposed a framework to recognise ADL, named the
online daily habit modelling and anomaly detection (ODHMAD). In addition,
they proposed a habit modelling and anomaly detection for a solitary older adult.
Their system works online to identify older adult ADLs and dynamically model
their habits. The model will recognise the abnormal behaviour by comparing it
with the learnt daily habits. The online activity recognition algorithm is relying
on the modelling of the sensors’ activation status to determine the occurrence of
activities. However, the system needs more investigation and validation.
In another effort, Janetzko et. al [121] introduced an unsupervised anomaly
detection algorithm to analyse power consumption data. They also visualised the
results of the anomaly scores to guide the analyst to important time points. They
used a comparison method to detect the abnormalities in the data. They used
different types of visualisation to show the power usage, then combined with a
discussion to encode the anomaly values. They tested the method on real data
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sets collected from a hierarchical sensor network.
2.6 Quality Control-based Signal Drift Correc-
tion
Quality control (QC) is considered as an essential step in the large-scale and
long-term data processing study, allowing to evaluate the response signal drift,
accuracy and retention time during the experiments phases. Based on a controlled
experiment involved QC samples throughout the data collection process, the most
advantageous uses of QC samples can be obtained, allowing the correction of
signal drift and other systematic noise through mathematical algorithms [125].
The signal drift refers to the situation in which the process is changing while
being analysed. Techniques used in processing data tend to assume that processes
are always in a steady state. But, in real life processes evolve and change over time
[126, 127]. Several types of research have applied the concept of drift techniques in
different disciplines. For instance, Hora´nyi et. al. in [128] used Observing System
Experiments to evaluate the forecast impact of sealevel pressure observations
from drifting buoys. They performed experiments of control and denial with and
without assimilating drifting buoys’ sealevel pressure observations. They found
that drifting observations can be used to reduce the forecast error on complex or
rapidly evolving cyclogenesis. In another effort Al-Habaibeh et. al. in [129] used
infrared imaging data combined with white light image processing to provide an
autonomous quality control system as well as a quality assurance system. They
found the system can detect the faults in the sealing process.
Edthofer el. al. in [130] reported, the drift is only detected after increase
or decrease of the values in a data stream over a period of several days. The
statistical significance of the detected drift is then evaluated against the variations
in the result and only drift substantially larger than the variations is considered
as such.
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2.7 Methodology
One of the major challenges in this project is to identify the progressive changes
of occupants’ activities (or inhabitants) at any point of time. Trend analysis tech-
niques are reasonably reliable techniques for general observation of the changes
in activities but not applicable for combining more than one activity to give the
observer a holistic overview of the changes in all activities. Therefore, alterna-
tive mechanisms are needed for indoor tracking of progressive changes in daily
activities. However, the final goal in the investigation of indoor tracking is to
invent solutions as efficient as presenting a holistic view of the changes in the
daily activities.
For observing the progressive changes in daily activities and to simplify the
problem, in this research, trend analysis techniques are used as the first step
to look at the changes that may happen in each daily activity. Therefore, the
changes that may happen in each activity of different daily activities occurred by
the occupants are detected and identified.
The scenario of this research is to use the occupancy where only a single
occupant lives or works in the environment. Simple sensory devices including
motion detection or Passive Infra-Red (PIR) sensors, temperature sensors, door
contact sensors, and light intensity sensors are employed in the absolute single-
occupant environment along with a wireless network to collect the occupancy
data and environmental attributes in the scenario. An occupancy signal which
incorporates both the occupied location (area) and the time of occupancy (with
spatio-temporal characteristics) is then shaped and passed to the analysis tech-
niques to identify the progressive changes in the activities and predict the further
direction of the trends in the activities.
To extend the single activity analysis to a multiple-activities, combing mecha-
nisms are experimented and a composite indicator is used to combine the multiple
activities. In this research, Syntactic Composite Indicator (SCI) is used to iden-
tify the changes in the behaviour based on combing all recorded activities on
daily bases.
Furthermore, a statistical model of occupancy in the ambient intelligent envi-
ronment is proposed and implemented to generate occupancy signal for different
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Figure 2.1: Phases of the research (overall picture).
occupant’s profile as well as different environmental layouts which can help to
train and find best analysis techniques for trend analysis and progressive changes
in human activities. In this research, several real data sets collected from real
environments are used to prove the performance of the proposed techniques.
Figure 2.1 shows a diagram representing the phases of this research including
phase 1: Single-Activity Scenario, phase 2: Occupancy Modelling, and phase 3:
Multiple-Activity Scenario.
2.8 Discussion
Based on the knowledge gained from the review in this chapter, it is found that
many studies paid attention to the possibility of creating human behaviour mod-
els for people occupying an environment equipped with sensors. The literature
shows that statistical methods are used in extracting and predicting human be-
haviour, but the utilisation of these methods could have some issues when it
comes to solving complex problems. For instance, HMMs work well to model
human behaviour but will not work properly in extracting multiple interacting
activities. In addition, more investigation is needed to benefit from similarity
measurements to monitor the progressive changes in human behaviour.
Trend analysis techniques are useful in terms of monitoring the holistic overview
of human behaviour and to observe the changes in the behaviour that could occur
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in the long-term of human life. The composite indicators have proven their abil-
ity to gather different features of the activities to measure progressive changes in
human behaviours.
Computational intelligence techniques are able to address the relationships
between the activities and they can be used to detect, recognise, and classify
the behavioural patterns of an occupant in a smart environment. An overview
of abnormality detection methods is presented in this chapter and the sample
of studies are presented here to discuss the usage of these techniques and their
limitations. Some of the reviewed studies did not use good size real data sets to
validate their results and some of them were carried out and implemented using
simulated environment data.
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Data Preparation and Data
Representation
3.1 Introduction
In smart environments, it is essential to identify when and where the occupants
carried out the most of their activities, in order for them to get more support.
Also, identifying their behavioural patterns will help supervisors/carers to deter-
mine any future abnormal patterns within their daily routine [131]. For instance,
if the person spent a longer time in the bedroom compared to his/her daily rou-
tine, or if there is unusual absence for extended periods, then such activity could
count as an abnormal activity and the supervisor can act according to it as soon
as the activity is observed. Therefore, it is vital to investigate a robust system
that can be used to monitor human behaviour based on the daily activities of the
people who are occupying smart environments.
The collected data sets from smart environments contain a large amount of
complex sensory data that represent ADLs or ADWs of an individual in these
environments. It is a challenging task to understand and interpret the human
behaviour by extracting them from the low level sensory data. This can be
achieved with using one of several techniques or methods that can deal with
sensory data.
An individual user behaviour can be modelled based on the sensory data. It is
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an essential step to represent the data in an appropriate format before any data
processing. This process will help to identify the behavioural pattern of each
person and it will help to visualise the data more effectively. The data processing
will summarise the sensory data in an efficient way for the interpretation and
visualisation. Data preparation and data representation are key steps in this
research. They will deal with the original data sets before they can be used later
in the analysis stages.
In this chapter, different data representation and visualisation techniques are
investigated. Without any loss of generality, the discussion presented in this
chapter concentrates on the usage of motion sensors and door entry sensors only.
This chapter gives an overview of the data pre-processing and data representation
and explains how data sets are handled in this research. The description of the
procedure of building the simulator that is used to produce synthetic data is also
presented in this chapter. In terms of understanding the real data sets that are
used in this research, data visualisation in several forms is applied and presented
in this chapter. In addition, as a key stage in this research is dealing with and
understanding human behaviour trends in the real data sets used in this research,
trends are integrated within the data sets provided by the proposed simulator.
This chapter is organised as follows: in Section 3.2, an overview of ambient
intelligence is presented. Section 3.3 introduces the data pre-processing and data
handling for an intelligent environment. In Section 3.4, a description of sensor
data representation approaches is presented. The proposed simulator is presented
in Section 3.5 where two different environments are explained in detail. Some
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.6.
3.2 Ambient Intelligence Environment
An Ambient Intelligence (AmI) environment is a place equipped with a network of
sensors that can be used to monitor the daily activities of the participants in this
environment [132]. The AmI can help to improve the quality of people’s lives by
employing this technology using adaptive intelligent methods to connect between
the interconnected embedded systems and services. The major computing areas
that are involved in an AmI are ubiquity, intelligence and context awareness. This
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Figure 3.1: An overview of an AmI architecture.
ubiquity is because the participant is using a pervasive infrastructure that has a
network of sensors. The intelligence systems could include one or more learning
algorithms, pattern or speech recognition, gesture classification and situation
assessment. In addition, context awareness may include tracking objects and
finding the relationships between objects and their environments [133].
AmI technology can be used to support people taking decisions to benefit
the occupants of that environment based on analysing real-time information or
historical data recorded from the occupants. Figure 3.1 illustrates a general
overview of an AmI environment architecture. This figure shows that the sensor
network is used to collect data and communicate with a central database to store
the data. Then the system will use the stored data to interpret it into a suitable
form and show the results to the responsible person.
3.2.1 Real Home Environment
Tow real homes are used to collect data. Both of case studies are used to validate
the results presented in this thesis. In these case studies, each occupant is living
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Figure 3.2: Layout of the house and location of sensors of case study I.
alone in different real environments where their movement activities are different
from one to another. More detailed description of these case studies is presented
below.
3.2.1.1 Case Study I
The data for this case study is collected from a real home equipped with JustCheck-
ing monitoring system [134], for an elderly person. The layout of the home
environment is shown in Figure 3.2. For this environment, two door entry sen-
sors including front door and back door as well as four motion sensors including
kitchen, lounge, upstairs, and bathroom are used. The occupant person was first
prescribed some medication, and her health status got worse. Consequently, she
was roaming around during the early hours of the day, and her behaviour was con-
sidered as abnormal. Then her first medication was replaced by new medication
and the patients health got better.
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Figure 3.3: Layout of the house and location of sensors of case study II.
3.2.1.2 Case Study II
The data is collected for another real home occupied by an elderly person based
on a system developed by [135]. The apartment is in a council complex in Not-
tingham in the United Kingdom. The elderly person uses a walker support to
help her to move around her apartment where most of her ADLs are carried out.
The layout of the apartment of this elderly person with some pictures is shown
in Figure 3.3. Four motions sensors covering the lounge, kitchen, bedroom and
corridor are used. Additionally, two door entry sensors were used to monitor the
bathroom and the main entrance doors.
3.2.2 Real Office Environment
The data used in this research are collected from office environment contains four
academic staff offices at Computing and Informatics Building, Nottingham Trent
University based on a system developed by [136]. Figure 3.4 shows the layout
of the offices where the experiments are conducted. Collected data from offices
include room status, power use of office equipment and ambient information.
In total, each office is equipped with 10 sensors measuring different activities
and properties of the experiment environment. The sensors include a Motion
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Figure 3.4: Layout of the offices building environment.
sensor, Door sensor, Windows sensor, Pressure sensor measuring chair occupancy,
Room temperature, Room humidity, Outside temperature, Room light intensity,
Ambient light intensity and Radiator Heater Temperature. These sensors provide
information regarding the occupancy and ambient conditions.
3.3 Data Preparation
Data preparation (pre-processing) is amajor step because inadequately controlled
methods of data-gathering can result in out-of-range values, impossible data com-
binations or missing values. Analysing data that is not carefully screened can pro-
duce misleading results. Thus, the representation and quality of data comes first
before running the analysis. The steps of data preparation can take considerable
amount of processing time in each project [137].
The purpose of data preparation is to transform data sets so that their in-
formation content is best exposed and formatting to be used by this research’s
software. Therefore, to prepare data, many aspects should be considered [138],
such as:
• Before commencing an analysis, data should be quality controlled. (e.g. via
outlier detection),
• For long term data analysis, data series should be as long as possible. Sea-
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sonal variability could affect short data series which can give misleading
results,
• Missing some data makes the analysis harder and raise questions of data
quality. Therefore, handling this issue in the data should be investigated.
There are many methods presented to deal with incomplete data series
provided that the gaps are not too extensive and that they occur randomly,
• It is important to have frequently recorded data. It could be recorded in
hourly, daily, monthly and annual basis. In some cases, the data may be
having irregularities.
• Use of summary measures. Summative measures derived from data are
often appropriate. For example, calculating monthly means or medians
could be very valuable, or deriving monthly maximum values.
3.3.1 Data Formatting
In this research, data is collected to evaluate the performance of the ADL or ADW
analysis tools representing a person who lives or works in a smart environment.
Data represents sensor activation that show the occupancy behaviour of an adult.
The underlying problem in this case, is to monitor older adults in their own
homes or adults working in their smart offices using sensors, and it has three
main components:
• the human occupant and his/her activities,
• the environment layout within which the person lives,
• the sensors that are used for the monitoring.
The parameters above are proposed to be the key features of representing the
participant’s behaviour and the environment’s configuration. These parameters
should be translated into numerical values. For example, the number of daily
times of visiting the bathroom; the mean time of occupying the living room.
The key parameters should be used in the mathematical model that show these
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features. The parameters (together with human and environment constants and
variables) give the overall state describing the current situation.
Table 3.1 shows the formatting of data summarisation, which is representing
activates of an older person based on his/her sequential movements and the du-
ration of staying in a specific location. Each behaviour can be represented using
two order levels. The first level is the activity sequence that will show the older
adult’s movements. The second level is the sequence of actions, which is showing
the occupancy time of the activity which the older person has performed. For
example, walking to the kitchen is a moving activity and sitting in the living
room is an occupancy activity.
Activities are presented into five main categories. They are “Bedroom”, “Liv-
ing Room”, “Kitchen”, “Bathroom” and “Outside” activities representing sleep-
ing, socialising, eating, cleaning and going out respectively.
Table 3.2 shows the formatting of data summarisation, which is representing
activities and their durations for a person who uses a smart office. From the sam-
ple of the data set, it is clear that the data gathered from sensors in a smart office
sometimes overlap. For example, the chair pressure sensor could be triggered at
the same time as the PIR sensor and the PC.
Table 3.1: A sample of real data collected from a smart home including missing
data.
Smart Home
Date and Time Sensor Type Location
Day1 , 09 : 04 : 17.656 PIR Living Room
Day1 , 09 : 24 : 17.656 PIR Master Bedroom
Day1 , 11 : 06 : 03.796 PIR Kitchen
Day2 , 10 : 04 : 17.656 PIR Hall
Day2 , 10 : 14 : 10.050 PIR Living Room
Day3 , 11 : 45 : 10.766 PIR Master Bedroom
Day4 , 12 : 06 : 03.996 PIR Kitchen
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3.3.2 Handling Missing Data
Data could be missing because of hardware or software faults. Statisticians often
use the terms “missing at random” and “not missing at random” to represent
different scenarios. Data missing at random (MAR) means that they are missing
unrelated to actual values of the missing data. For instance, suppose one of the
hardware devices is out of action for some time, this would be unlikely to be
related to the participants performing his/her activities.
Data “not missing at random” (NMAR) means that the missing data is related
to the actual activity that leads to unrecorded data. For instance, if a participant
leaves his/her home for some time, then missing outcome data will be more likely.
Such data are “non-ignorable” in this case, as the analysis of the available data
alone will typically be biased [139].
To start dealing with missing data the following steps should be considered:
• Use what is known about the data
• Try to find out why data is missing
• Understand the distribution of missing data
• Decide on the best analysis strategy to yield the least biased estimates
There are many statistical methods to deal with missing and outlier data.
The common methods include Listwise Deletion, Pairwise Deletion, Mean/Mode
Table 3.2: A sample of real data collected from a smart office including missing
data.
Smart Office
Date and Time Sensor Type Location
Day1 , 09 : 04 : 17.656 Pressure Chair
Day1 , 09 : 05 : 03.766 PIR PC
Day2 , 10 : 01 : 03.65 Door In
Day2 , 10 : 02 : 01.75 Pressure Chair
Day2 , 10 : 02 : 01.75 PIR PC
Day3 , 09 : 05 : 03.766 PIR PC
Day3 , 10 : 30 : 03.796 Door Out
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Substitution, Dummy variable adjustment, Regression Imputation, Maximum
Likelihood and Multiple Imputation [140, 141].
Data examination and exploration before performing and interpreting analysis
are essential; therefore, considering ways to evaluate and understand missing data
is the first step that should be taken after formatting the data. The following
steps are the principal options for analysing missing data:
• Analyse only available data (i.e. ignoring the missing data),
• Imputing the missing data by replacing values, and treat these as if they
were observed (e.g. imputing the mean, imputing based on predicted values
using analysis methods),
• Imputing the missing data and take into account the fact that these were
imputed with uncertainty (e.g. multiple imputations, simple imputation
methods with adjustment to the standard error),
• Make an assumption by using statistical models to process the missing data
based on their relationships with the available data.
In this research, the Pairwise deletion method is used. It is found to be more
suitable to process our data. It is used to improve the validity of these research
results and to reduce the waste of resources caused by missing data. The basic
idea for this method is to analyse all cases in which the variables of interest are
present and it attempts to minimise the loss that occurs in listwise deletion. This
method keeps as many cases as possible for each analysis and uses all possible
information with each analysis. It cannot compare analyses because the sample
is different each time [140].
Table 3.3 shows samples of missing data in our data sets. We will not discard
the whole data, instead only the missed value was discarded from analysing the
dataset.
3.4 Data Representation
To deal with sensory data collected from an AmI environment and find a method
that can be useful and flexible to represent a large amount of data sets generated
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Figure 3.5: A sample of data representation of one day of ADL.
from sensors is one of the main challenging tasks. Also, many other important
tasks can be performed using the representation of data sets such as clustering,
classification, visualisation, prediction, forecasting and identifying normal and
abnormal patterns. Moreover, data sets extracted from a network of multiple
sensors are often difficult to understand if they are not processed.
In this research, different data sets from different smart environments are used.
Each data set represents an individual participant in one smart environment.
The first type of the data sets represents one person living in a smart home and
Table 3.3: A sample of real data with the handling missing data.
Date and Time Sensor
Type
Location Sensor
Value
Day1 , 11 : 04 : 17.656 PIR Living Room 00011
Missing Data PIR Master Bedroom 00011
Day1 , 11 : 06 : 03.796 PIR Kitchen 00011
Day2 , 10 : 04 : 17.656 Missing
Data
Living Room 00011
Day2 , 10 : 14 : 10.050 PIR Living Room 00011
Day2 , 11 : 45 : 10.766 PIR Master Bedroom 00011
Day2 , 12 : 06 : 03.996 PIR Kitchen 00011
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Figure 3.6: A sample of data representation of one day of ADW.
there is no parallel activity in different areas to be detected. The second type
of data sets represents a single person working in a smart office and data can be
overlapped. The data sets used in this research comprise 120 days of monitoring
a person in a smart office and 140 days of monitoring a person in a smart home.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the signals from one day gathered from multiple sensors
used to monitor a person who is occupying a smart home. Figure 3.6 shows
one day of signals collected using a network of multiple sensors monitoring an
individual person working in a smart office. In addition, data sets generated by
the simulator can have any number of days with different personalities that can
simulate a person living in a smart home.
These data sets are used to identify the behavioural patterns of each user
and then they are used to distinguish between the normal and the abnormal
behaviour based on the correlation between events and activities. Furthermore,
trend analysis techniques are used to understand the human behaviour and to
measure progressive changes based on the acceptable amount of data sets available
for this research. In addition, because of the complexity of sensory data especially
when it is collected using multiple sensors, the difficult challenge of interpretation
of copious amounts of sensory data could occur.
The transition between different areas in a smart environment (e.g a smart
home) will be represented by signals of sequential movements through the en-
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Figure 3.7: HMM sample of movements.
vironment’s areas. Signals from a single-occupant occupancy are dependent on
the profile of the environment (design of the environment). The occupant may
spend some time in each area which is called the duration. A Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) is used to represent signals and duration of human activities in
this research, because of its ability to mimic human behaviours. HMM is a gen-
erative probabilistic function of Markov chains based on the first order Markov
assumption of transition. HMM consists of a hidden variable and an observable
variable at each time step. The basic idea of HMM is based on the Markov first
order assumptions, which is that the future state depends only on the current
state [142].
To model an older adult’s behaviour using HMM, suppose that the occupancy
state is tracked. In this model, the hidden state is discrete and consists of two
possible outcomes: “occupied” and “not occupied” for each defined area. It
is assumed that the occupancy state of the person can be changed over time
and is sometimes unpredictable (as in real life). Assume that if a change of the
occupancy happened with probability of (a) then state with probability of (1− a)
remains the same. For example, when a = 0.1, it is expected that on average 1 out
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of 10 of the transitions will be associated with a change in occupancy state. The
Figure 3.7 illustrates a sample of the proposed HMM to model the movements of
one person.
In addition, a prior P (X0) needs to specify over states at the first-time step,
which is assumed to be uniform. To complete the model, the observations are
assumed to be discrete and consist of only two possible outcomes: “duration”
and “ vacancy” for each area. As might be suspected, the model is parametrised
such that duration is more likely in the occupied state and vacancy is more likely
in not occupied state. Specifically, with probability of (b) a person produces an
outcome that is consistent with their occupancy state is assumed. The model is
parametrised such that “occupied” is more likely in a duration state and “not
occupied” is more likely in a vacancy state. Specifically, it will be assumed
that with probability b, a person produces an outcome that is consistent with
his/her an occupancy state. Instead of using symbols, the states “occupied” and
“duration” are represented by the number 2 and “not occupied” and “vacancy”
are represented by the number 1. Therefore, Xt = 2 represents a occupancy state
at time t and Xt−1 = 1 represents an observed vacancy at time t. Equations 3.1,
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are representing the human activities model using HMM [143]:
State Probability
P (X(n+1) = j|Xn = i) = P (X1 = j|X0 = i) (3.1)
and the Transition Matrix:
T (i, j) = P (Xt = j|Xt−1 = i), 1 < t ≤ N (3.2)
with
T (i, j) ≥ 0,∀(i, j) ∈ N2 (3.3)
and
j=1∑
N
T (i, j) = 1,∀i ∈ N (3.4)
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3.5 Simulated Environment
The simulated environment is used to generate data sets similar to data sets
collected from the real environment without hardware costs. The real environ-
ment that is equipped with a large number of tools such as sensors, actuators
and computing components to collect data sets is expensive. Therefore, many
researchers, working with a simulated environment because of the expensive of
real environment tools or because of collecting data from sensors is one of the
main steps in self-adaptive applications and sometimes researchers require large
data samples to test and justify better techniques for their research which are in
most cases will not be found from real environment [144, 145].
3.5.1 Simulation Methodology
The simulator’s main objective is to generate data sets that can be used for
evaluating the performance of the ADL analysis tools representing an older adult
living in a smart home. It must be able to mimic sensor activation that shows
the occupancy behaviour. The underlying problem, in this case, is to simulate
monitor the person in his/her own smart home as monitored using sensors, and
it has three main components as mentioned earlier in Section 3.3.1.
The parameters of the proposed simulator are the key features which rep-
resent the older adult’s behaviour and the environment’s configuration. These
parameters should be translated into numerical values. For example, the number
of daily times of visiting the bathroom; the mean time of occupying the living
room. The key parameters should be used in the mathematical model that show
these features. In the simulator, some of these factors could be changed when the
defined environment needs to be changed to simulate another layout.
The proposed simulator follows a two-level mechanism where the first level is
related to profiling the activities based on the movements of the older adult, and
the second level is related to modelling the localisation and movement of each
profile. Therefore, the simulator design involves two phases. The first phase is
simulating the sequential movements of the older adult and the duration of staying
in a specific location; the second phase is to ensure that the simulated data is
representative of the person’s behaviour. Each behaviour can be represented
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Figure 3.8: Diagram of the simulation stages.
in two order levels. The first is the activity sequence that will show the older
adult’s movements. The second level is the sequence of actions, which is showing
the occupancy time of the activity which the older person has performed. For
example, walking to the kitchen is a moving activity and sitting in the living
room is an occupancy activity.
The methodology behind the creation of this simulation contains four stages as
shown in Figure 3.8. These stages are: profiling, data pre-processing for Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), processing data using Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC) and representing the simulated data. More detail about each stage is
given in the following sections.
Activities are presented into five main categories. They are “Bedroom”, “Liv-
ing Room”, “Kitchen”, “Bathroom” and “Outside” activities representing sleep-
ing, socialising, eating, cleaning and going out respectively. Each of these ac-
tivities are represented as a state and they are illustrated in Figure 3.9. The
transition (link between each state) is also presented in the figure.
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Figure 3.9: State diagram of activities.
3.5.2 Profiling
To simulate different people profiles with different behaviours, a set of parameters
describing the characteristics of each person is needed. For example, it is assumed
that the duration of staying in the bedroom and the start time of going to the
bedroom are different from one person to another. The sequence of visiting
different areas is also different for each person. In addition to the the difference
in the sequence, the duration of each activity could also be different. Therefore,
it is important to identify some parameters in the simulator to represent the user
profile. The parameters (together with human and environment constants and
variables) give the overall state describing the current situation, and they control
the next action to be taken.
The proposed simulation environment is based on a real flat (apartment)
environment, which has a basic monitoring system installed. For each activity,
the sequence of movement and mean duration of staying in a specific area are
recorded. The sequence and duration are stored in a 2- tuple as illustrated below:
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Seq = [(BedRoom, 25); (Kitchen, 2); (Living Room, 50);
(BedRoom, 120); (LivingRoom, 60); . . . ]
The algorithm will keep the track of the sequential movements and the mean
duration of the person’s localisation in each area for the whole day. The following
aspects are also taken into our account in the simulation:
• The times of movements between the areas for each day is different, and
the mean duration time of occupancy is different.
• The algorithm assumed that the occupant has sequential movements start-
ing from one area to another depending on the layout of the environment
for a normal pattern.
• Each daily occupancy signal can affect the occupancy signal for the next
day. For instance, the next day activity cannot start in bed area if the
previous day activity ends in another area.
• Daily observed occupancy pattern can become longer than an expected
occupancy pattern, because of interrupts that may happen.
• The first area met on the first day of activity simulation would be the first
area of the expected occupancy pattern in the occupant’s profile. In the
case of unexpected transitions, if they happen many times it may indicate
abnormal activity.
3.5.2.1 Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
In this step, the concept of Direct Simulation Monte Carlo [146, 147] is applied on
the state-space to ensure that the generated data is modelled as a dynamic system
and data covers the entire day. This technique is used to model the evolution
of the created system over time, and measurements are assumed to be available
at discrete times. For dynamic state estimation, the discrete-time approach is
widespread and convenient.
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The direct simulation algorithm has two steps - the first step is the sampling
proposal for the current hidden state and the second step is to assess the likelihood
of the data given each proposal. However, any proposal that may produce unlikely
projected distributions for the observed data may be ignored. At the same time,
the “prior” distribution from the state transitions and the “evidence” from the
observed data are weighted.
This procedure will product simulated data, which is displayed in a matrix of
[Duration, Area, Date-Time], therefore the state of each area in the specific time
will be known. The following equations were used to consider the occupancy date
and time for the simulation:
N = S ∗ (j, i) (3.5)
where S is the state of each Area
j ∈ [Startday, Endday] (3.6)
i ∈ [1, 86400]Seconds (3.7)
N ∈ [1, No. of Areas] (3.8)
3.5.2.2 The Proposed Algorithm
In this work the HMM with DSMC is combined to build a simulator for a single
occupancy model to represent the older person’s movements and occupancy du-
ration in the proposed environment. This system can provide long-term pattern
data, which is needed for our research. Generally, focusing on finding out a long-
term patterns and trends in older person’s activities are key areas of concern;
they are necessary to estimate the progress or deterioration in these activities
which could help the medical assistant or caregiver. Here is the summary of the
proposed procedure that is used to generate the data:
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Algorithm 1 The Simulation Algorithm.
1: procedure HMMDS
2: Input the Start day and End day of the simulator
3: Generate the person’s sequential movements
4: calculate the mean time of each occupancy state
5: repeat
6: For time t, session m
7: repeat
8: Sample a random particle i
9: i ∼ Uniform(1, ...,M)
10: Sample a proposal X∗ ∼ P (Xt|X it−1)
11: Sample u ∼ Uniform(0, 1)
12: if u < P (Yt|X∗) then
13: accept the proposal.
14: Set Xmt = X
∗
15: until all required sessions covered
16: until all required time covered
3.5.3 Create the Profiles
As it was explained in 3.5.2, the idea behind it is to create different people
profiles and generate different patterns of data. This stage starts with defining
the sequential movements between the areas and generating new movements after
training with the real data. In this stage, HMM is used.
3.5.4 Generate the simulated data
In this phase, using a predefined function in the HMM toolbox, the primary
data is simulated. Then the primary data is handled by the concept of the
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo to generate the simulated data in its final format,
and store it in a matrix containing the duration, the area and the start time of
occupying this area. A sample of the simulated data is presented in Table3.4.
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3.6 Validation
The validation step is the most challenging phase; it is not easy to validate sim-
ulation models of human behaviour. This process is to evaluate the software
during or at the end of its development to determine whether it meet the spec-
ified requirements. The author in [148] provides a survey on how to validate a
simulation model based on statistical techniques. He assumed that “the type of
technique actually applied depends on the availability of data on the real system.
Regarding this data availability, three situations should be distinguished: (a) no
real-life data are available, (b) there is only data on the real output (not the
corresponding input or scenario), (c) besides the output data, the corresponding
input or trace is also known, which is used to perform so-called trace driven or
correlated inspection simulation”.
In this work, the main goal is to create models that aim to provide better
understanding of the activities of daily living for an older person. To assess the
quality of the model, the proposed approach to validate the simulation statisti-
cally is a goodness-of-fit measure. This technique is used to match the proposed
model outputs to the real database that is available to the authors.
3.6.1 Goodness-of-fit Measures
There are several goodness-of-fit measures that could be used to evaluate the over-
all performance of simulation models. Popular among them are the root-mean-
Table 3.4: A sample of simulated data.
Duration in
Minutes
Location Date and Time Sensor Type
12.229 Bathroom 2014 − 2 − 1 7 : 56 :
15.45
PIR
66.145 Bed
Area
2014 − 2 − 1 8 : 8 :
29.321
PIR
3.045 Bathroom 2014 − 2 − 1 9 : 14 :
38.674
PIR
24.964 Kitchen 2014 − 2 − 1 9 : 17 :
40.239
PIR
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square error (RMSE), goodness-of-fit for a Binomial distribution and goodness-
of-fit for a Poisson distribution. In this research, the goodness-of-fit for a Poisson
distribution is used.
Before this method was used, a day was divided into four time periods; morn-
ing, noon, evening and night. Suppose that the mean time and the number of
times a particular event occurs in each of the major periods (one of four) are
observed. Therefore, the mean time of occurrences of each activity at the period
of time could be deduced. To calculate Poisson probabilities the Equation 3.9
was used. Then, the X2 test was used to see how closely the observed data agree
with the simulated data; Equation 3.10 was used to calculate the X2 test.
P (X) =
e−mmx
x
(3.9)
for x=0,1,2,3,...
Here P(X) means the probability of the activity (x) to randomly occur per
time, m the mean time of each activity in the time.
cal X2 =
∑ (R− S)2
R
(3.10)
where R is the real data and S is the simulated data.
3.7 Visualisation of Sensor Data
Data visualisation is used to help in understanding the real data sets as an initial
stage of analysing the data. Also, data visualisation shows the possibility of un-
derstanding the pattern in these data sets. The use of data visualisation clearly
can help to ease the examination of enormous amounts of data and allows con-
clusions to be made from the relationships within the data. In the next sections,
some samples of the techniques used to visualise the sensor data are presented.
3.7.1 Visualisation Using Some Data Features
It is one of the useful visualisation methods which can help to understand the
sequences of binary data. Using start-time and duration that are extracted from
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Figure 3.10: Sequences of movements in one week of a person in a smart home.
occupancy sensors one can interpret the sequences of the movements of the person
who is using a smart environment and it will show the activities pattern of this
person. It is sometimes difficult to understand human behaviour when a big
data set is visualised. For example, Figure 3.10 shows one week of duration and
movements of a person living in a smart home. It is clear from this example
that if the visualisation and tracking of the movements of this person represented
more days (e.g. a month) the graph would be very difficult to understand.
If the graph shows one day, for example, it will give a better idea about
the behaviour in that day but it will not give a holistic view of the monitored
behaviour. For instance, consider Figure 3.11 which shows the movements and
duration of one day of monitoring a person in a smart home and Figure 3.12
which shows the plot of a sample data set representing one day of occupancy
and duration of the same person. The data sets presented in these figures are
collected using five sensors representing the occupancy in a smart home. The
behaviour of the user can be more easily interpreted in Figures 3.11, 3.12 than
Figure 3.10. For instance, Figure 3.11 shows the sequences of the movements of
this person for one day and the duration each time he/she visited any place in
the home. It is very difficult to achieve this level of understanding from the raw
sensory data displayed in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.11: Sequences of movements in one day of a person in a smart home.
Figure 3.12: Start Time and Duration of one day in a smart home.
3.7.2 Visualisation of The Trends
To have a better understanding of the big data sets that represent human be-
haviour, trend analysis techniques are used to find the trend within the studied
data sets. For example, moving average techniques are used to smooth the data
and to find trends in the data. Also, the moving average can be used as a simple
prediction method. It is used in this research for different data sets. Figure 3.13
shows how it can identify a trend of the start-time and duration of the data set
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Figure 3.13: The trend of start time of sleeping and the duration.
Figure 3.14: The trends of the daily duration start time of sleeping and the
duration.
and it is representing the pattern of the monitored person. Figure 3.14 shows the
trends of the daily duration of occupancy in each place in a smart home. This
kind of information gained from plotting trends can help to make a decision to
prevent the worst situation that may happen to the monitored person.
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Figure 3.15: The trend of start time of sleeping and the duration.
3.7.3 The Box Plot
The box plot is a method that can be used in data analysis to represent some
statistical information on data sets graphically and to identify patterns that may
be hidden in a data set. It is used to summarise and compare groups of data in a
data set. The box plot uses statistical methods to be displayed in its graphs such
as the median, the approximate quartiles, and the lowest and highest data points.
It uses these methods to connect the level and symmetry of the distribution
of data values [149]. The box plot is used in this research to have an initial
understanding of the data sets. For instance, Figure 3.15 illustrates the summary
of the weekly start time of the sleeping in a bedroom and Figure 3.16 shows the
total duration of the sleeping on weekly basis.
3.8 Discussion
In this chapter, the methods of data pre-processing and data representation are
discussed. These methods are primarily employed for human activities monitor-
ing to help them live or work independently in their own environments. The
challenging tasks of processing the big data sets collected from a network of sen-
sors are also explained. Some approaches are used to convert binary data sensory
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Figure 3.16: The trend of start time of sleeping and the duration.
into floating point values without losing key features after conversion.
Real and simulated data sets are described in this chapter. Some data sets
examples from different real environments are presented. A simulator is built to
support this research by producing simulated data sets. In addition, the simulator
is used to include linear trends on the output signal, which emulates the actual
data generated from real environments. In Chapter 5 and 6, the data sets are
used to build a system that can measure the evolution of human behaviour.
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Chapter 4
Trend Analysis and Prediction
Techniques
4.1 Introduction
In this research different trend analysis techniques are applied to data sets that
are recorded from monitoring a person who lives or works in a smart environ-
ment. Applied trend analysis techniques in this work are described briefly in this
chapter.
Trend analysis techniques are developed based on regression and hypothesis
testing for long-term recorded data. The time in such recorded data is usually
the main explanatory variable of interest for trend analysis through spatial or
directional trends. Trend analysis is used to detect both sudden and gradual
trends over time. The general purpose of trend testing is to determine if a series
of observations of a variable collected over time has increased or decreased in their
values (getting “better” or “worse”). Statistically, this is to determine whether
the probability of the variables’ distribution from which they arise has changed
over time or not. It is also to describe the amount or rate of that change. Changes
could be in the distribution value such as a mean or median.
Trend analysis is a subject of interest in different branches of science. This
includes environmental study, health care studies, economic analysis, and it is
rarely investigated for human behaviour in terms of monitoring ADLs or ADWs
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in smart environments. Trend analysis could also be used to analyse humans’
general health surveillance, monitoring, activity evaluation and well-being. For
example, analysing activities of an older person can only be fully understood if
their daily activities are examined in terms of person, place, and time. A study
analysing human behaviour trends in activities of daily living may focus on one
or more of the following:
• The overall progressive change of behavioural pattern - the general goal
of trend analysis for an older person’s well-being health surveillance is to
distinguish the status change over time and if it has changed, how quickly
or slowly the changes have occurred.
• Comparing one period to another - this type of trend analysis is used to
assess the health of an older person before and after a specific period of
time. Evaluating the impact and status of the person by using medical or
other technical devices, which is sometimes called interrupted time series
analysis.
• Comparing one geographic area to another - when comparing occupancy
and usage of an area in a smart environment, looking at one point in time
can be misleading. Analysing the trend over several months can give a more
precise comparison between areas. For instance, one area may have a higher
value on an indicator in one month, but a lower value in the next month.
Based on existing techniques that are used in other branches of science (e.g.
financial trading) such as moving average, seasonal test and momentum methods,
new techniques are proposed to deal with the challenges of this research. The
investigated techniques are applied to data sets that collected from monitoring a
person who lives in a smart home or who works in a smart office.
4.2 Time Series
To analyse a signal or time series, it is essential to identify its characteristics. The
identification of the characteristics will help to determine the trends within the
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Figure 4.1: An example of a stationary time series with a trend.
Figure 4.2: An example of an non-stationary time series.
time series. To determine the variability in time series, the phenomenon that acts
as the essential cause of the general tendency and non-essential random causes
should be analysed, which determine the degree of deviation from trend. Variabil-
ity can identify the type of series (stationary or non-stationary). In addition, If
the series is non-stationary, the first step is to select the most appropriate model
to determine the trend that will help to deal with the time series as stationary,
and that helps to choose the most appropriate model to analyse and forecast the
time series. For a signal or time series to be stationary, the expected value must
be a constant and the co-variant is just a function of delay (lag) and not time. For
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non-stationary signal and time series, it is essential to separate different elements
[150]. In general, any time series, Y (t) could be represented as a combination of
the elements expressed below 4.1;
Y (t) = trend+ seasonality + random fluctuation. (4.1)
An example of a stationary time series with a linear trend is presented in Figure
4.1 and a non-stationary time series is presented in Figure 4.2.
4.3 Trend Analysis Techniques
The trend represents a gradual change in the pattern of data; this includes its
condition, output, process, an average or general tendency to move in a certain
direction over time. Trends could be represented by a line or curve on a graph
[151]. The authors in [152] defined trend as “trend is long-term temporal varia-
tion in the statistical properties of a process, where ‘long-term’ depends on the
application”.
Many monitoring programs have an objective to detect changes or trends
in levels of what is being monitored over time. The purpose may be to look
for increased or decreased values resulting from changes in specific objectives’
behaviour. The empirical approach of trend analysis is to look for relationships
that could explain how the system works or to test hypotheses suggested by
process-based considerations. In particular, the trend analysis is the preparation
of collected information and attempting to identify a pattern, or trend, in the
information.
Predicted future events are often obtained by trend analysis. It could also
be used to estimate uncertain events in the past, such as how many times the
monitored person visited a specific area (e.g. toilet) during the sleeping period
on different days.
The common types of trends are summarised in [138], which are: 1) a sequence
of measurements with no trend, 2) fluctuations (moved up and down) along the
sequence, 3) cyclical pattern trend, 4) linear trend (could be rising from fluctu-
ations cycle). The following sections will give an explanation of the techniques
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used in this research.
4.3.1 Moving Average
In statistics, Moving Average (MA) is a technique used to get an overall idea
about the trends in a data set and it is useful for forecasting long-term trends
[153]. The MA creates a series of averages of different subsets of the full data set
and it can be calculated for any period. For example, if data is available for years
of monitoring an older person in his/her smart home, then a moving average of
days or months or years could be calculated. Using long-term monitoring data
to calculate moving average will help to see trends in the user’s behaviour and
forecast his/her well-being situation.
To calculate the MA, an average of a fixed subset size from a series of num-
bers should be calculated, and then the subset is modified “shifting forward” by
excluding the first number of the series and including the next number after the
original subset in data. This procedure will create a new subset of numbers and
after creating this subset, calculate the average. This process must be repeated
for all data series [154]. Therefore, when plotting the MA, a line will connect all
averages occurring from calculating the moving averages.
A common use of moving average is to smooth out short-term variations and
highlight long-term trends or cycles in time series data. The application that
uses the moving average will define the edge between short-term and long-term;
therefore, the parameters of the moving average will be set accordingly [155]. For
example, finance applications often use moving average in technical analysis of
financial data such as stock prices returns or trading volumes. Another example
of using moving average is in economics to examine a gross national product,
employment or other macroeconomic time series. The moving average could
be viewed as an example of a low-pass filter that is used in signal processing.
However, the moving average has different versions. Therefore in this research,
some of them are applied to detect trends in ADLs of an older person or to detect
trends in ADWs of a worker in a smart office as presented in this document.
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4.3.1.1 Simple Moving Average
Simple Moving Average (SMA) is the unweighted mean of the previous n data.
Normally the mean is taken from an equal number of data points on either side
of a central value. This ensures that variations in the mean are aligned with
the variations in the data rather than being shifted in time. An example of a
simple equally weighted running mean for an n-day sample of a recorded data
of an activity of an older person who lives in a smart home, is the mean of the
previous n days’ of a specific activity of this person. If those recorded data are
Pt, Pt−1, ... Pt−(n−1) then Equation 4.2 is used to calculate the SMA.
SMA =
Pt + Pt−1 + ...+ Pt−(n−1)
n
(4.2)
Each time that new values of SMA are calculated, the old values are dropped
out and new values are arrived to make a new SMA, meaning no need to a full
summation for this case as it is described in Equation 4.3.
SMAnew = SMAold +
Pt
n
− Pt−n
n
(4.3)
The period selected depends on the type of movement of interest, such as short,
intermediate, or long-term. The data used in SMA should be centred around the
mean. If it is not, then the SMA will lag behind the latest datum point. An SMA
could be disproportionately influenced by dropping out an old datum point or by
the added new data. When data has periodic fluctuation, then applying SMA
for the period will eliminate that variation because the average always contains
one complete cycle [155]. Figure 4.3 illustrates the trend in the data set which
represents the start time of sleeping using SMA.
4.3.1.2 Cumulative Moving Average
Cumulative Moving Average (CMA) is a method that is used when the user
requires the average of all data up until the current datum point; therefore, the
data arrives in an ordered datum flow [156]. For example, a carer may want
the average of sleeping duration of an older person for particular nights until the
current time. For each new calculation of the average of duration at this point,
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Figure 4.3: Illustrating the trend in the start time of sleeping using SMA.
the CMA can be calculated for all datum points up to this point. Typically CMA
uses an equally weighted average of the sequence of n values P1, P2,... Pn up to
the current point as in Equation 4.4:
CMAn =
P1 + P2 + ...+ Pn
n
(4.4)
To calculate the average requires all data to be stored in a queue and calculate
the sum each time a new datum point arrives, dividing the sum by the number
of datum points achieved at the time. However, when a new value Pn+1 becomes
available updating cumulative average can be done simply using Equation 4.5:
CMAn+1 =
Pn+1 + n.CMAn
n+ 1
(4.5)
Thus, the new datum point cumulative average is equal to the previous cumulative
average times n plus the latest datum point and all divided by the number of
points received so far (n + 1). At the end when all of the datum points arrive
(n = N), the cumulative average will equal the final average. That is;
P1 + P2 + ...+ Pn = n.CMAn (4.6)
and similarly for n+ 1, it is seen as in Equation 4.7.
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Figure 4.4: Illustrating the trend in the start time of sleeping using CMA.
Pn+1 = (P1 + ...+ Pn+1)− (P1 + ...+ Pn) = (n+ 1).CMAn+1 − n.CMAn (4.7)
Finally, to calculate CMAn+1, Equation 4.8 should be used.
CMAn+1 =
Pn+1 + n.CMAn
n+ 1
= CMAn +
Pn+1 − CMAn
n+ 1
(4.8)
Figure 4.4 shows the CMA calculated to represent the trend in the data set
that represents the start time of sleeping in a bedroom.
4.3.1.3 Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA), also known as an Exponential
Moving Average (EMA) gives different weights to data points at various positions.
The EMA can be an infinite impulse response filter that applies weighting factors
which decrease exponentially and never reach zero [153, 157]. The EMA for a
series P may be calculated recursively:
EMA1 = P1 (4.9)
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for
t > 1, EMAt = β.Pt + (1− β).EMAt−1 (4.10)
where:
• β represents the degree of weighting decrease, which is a constant smoothing
factor between 0 and 1. A higher β discounts older observations faster.
• Pt is the value at time t.
• EMAt is the value of the EMA at time t.
EMA1 could be initialised in diverse ways; the most common way by setting
EMA1 to P1. It could be initialised by setting EMA1 to an average of the first
4 or 5 observations. It is very important to initialise EMA1 because it affects
the resultant moving average depending on the β value. Choosing small values
of β make the choice of EMA1 relatively more important than large β values.
Higher β values will discount older observations faster. EMAt as a weighted sum
of datum points Pt is presented as [156]:
EMAt = β.(Pt−1 + (1− β).Pt−2 + (1− β)2.Pt−3 + (4.11)
...+ (1− β)k.Pt−(k+1)) + (1− β)k+1.EMAt−(k−1).
for any suitable k = 0, 1, 2, ... The weight of the general datum point Pt−i is
β(1−β)(i−1). An alternate approach uses Pt in lieu of Pt1 is described in Equation
4.12
EMAt = β.(Pt + (1− β).EMAt−1. (4.12)
The equation can be expressed in technical terms as in Equation 4.13 to show
the steps of EMA towards to the latest datum point, using a proportion of the
difference (each time).
EMAnew = EMAold + β.(Pcurrent − EMAold) (4.13)
where:
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• β represents the degree of weighting decrease, which is a constant smoothing
factor between 0 and 1. A higher β discounts older observations faster.
• Pcurrent is the data value at current time.
• EMAold is the old value of the EMA.
• EMAnew is the new value of the EMA.
Expanding out EMAold each time results in a series that shows how the weighting
factor on each datum point P1, P2, etc. decreases exponentially as shown in
Equation 4.14:
EMAnew = β.(P1 + (1− β)P2 + (1− β)2P3 + (1− β)3P4 + ...) (4.14)
where
• P1 is current datum point value
• P2 is previous datum point value
• and so on.
EMAnew =
β × (P1 + (1− β)P2 + (1− β)2P3 + (1− β)3P4 + ...)
1 + (1− β) + (1− β)2 + (1− β)3 + ...) (4.15)
since 1/β = 1 + (1− β) + (1− β)2 + (1− β)3 + ...
This is an infinite sum with decreasing terms [158]. Figure 4.5 illustrates
the trend when EWMA is applied to the data set representing the start-time of
sleeping.
4.3.1.4 Modified Moving Average
Modified Moving Average (MMA) is similar to SMA in the calculation of the first
point, however, all subsequent points are calculated by adding the new datum
point value and then subtracting the last average from the resulting sum. The
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Figure 4.5: Illustrating the trend in the start time of sleeping using EWMA.
difference occurring from last subtraction will be considered as a new point as
described in Equation 4.16.
MMAt = MMAt−1 +
(Pt − (MMAt−1)
n
(4.16)
where MMAt is the current MMA value, MMAt−1 is the previous MMA value
and Pt is the current datum point value. In short, this is an EMW with β = 1/n
[159].
Figure 4.6 illustrates the trend in the data set which represents the start time
of sleeping using MMA.
4.3.1.5 Simple Moving Median
When using the moving average to detect trends in a time series, it is susceptible
to rare events such as rapid change or other anomalies. Therefore, Simple Moving
Median (SMM) over n time points is a more robust estimate of the trend using
Equation 4.17
SMM = Median(Pt, Pt−1, ..., Pt−n+1) (4.17)
From a statistical point of view, the moving average is an optimal method to
detect trends in the time series if the fluctuations about the trend are normally
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Figure 4.6: Identify the trend in the start time of sleeping using MMA.
Figure 4.7: Identify the trend in the start time of sleeping using SMM.
distributed. However, if the deviations from trend are very large then the nor-
mal distribution does not have a high probability. If the variations are Laplace
distributed, then the moving median is statistically optimal [160]. Figure 4.7
illustrates the SMM to detect the trend in the data set which represents the start
time of sleeping in a bedroom.
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4.3.1.6 n-Point Moving Median
n-Point Moving Median is similar to the SMM and it is calculated based on the
number of datum points in each moving window. Therefore, if the original data
set has P datum points and the number of data points used in each computation
is n, then the number of terms in the moving median sequence will be P − n+ 1
and you can calculate n-point moving median by finding the median of each set
of n consecutive points in the series. For example, if you have a sequence of 150
datum point and take their 7 points moving median, the new resulting sequence
will have 150− 7 + 1 = 144 points.
4.3.2 Seasonal Kendall Test
Seasonal Kendall Test (SKT) is a non-parametric test, which is capable of han-
dling different type of data with different kinds of distribution. The SKT could
be used even when there are missing data. The SKT is started by calculating
the Mann-Kendall Test (MKT), M . The MKT has three possible results when
it is calculated which are: when M = 1 the change is positive that indicates an
upward trend, when M = −1 the change is negative which indicates a downward
trend, and M = 0 if data is missing or a tie is present. The Kendall’s τ measures
the correlation between a chosen parameter and time in Equation 4.18,
τ =
M
n(n− 1)/2 (4.18)
where n is the number of samples.
The assumption of the existence of a trend in data is based on calculating
τ . Therefore, if (τ = 0) means no trend otherwise there is a trend [161]. The
variance must be calculated using Equation 4.19,
σ(Mi) =
1
18
(
ni(ni − 1)(2ni + 5)−
θi∑
j=1
rij(rij − 1)(2rij + 5)
)
(4.19)
where θi is the number of tied groups for the i
th session and rij is the number of
data points in the jth group for the ith session. For example, if the sequence of
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measurements of sleeping duration in minutes over 5 months in a specific day is
230, 240, 290, 60, 290, 240, 240, 290, 230 and we have θi = 3 tied groups for that
day: ri1 = 2 for the tied value 230, ri2 = 3 for the tied value 240, and ri3 = 3 for
the tied value 290.
To analyse ADL’s or ADW’s data to detect true changes in trends, the seasonal
variation must to be removed. The SKT is calculated by the summation of overall
M (MKT) for each season as presented in Equation 4.20,
K =
n∑
t=1
Mt (4.20)
where n is the number of seasons (samples).
The user can determine the number of seasons ( e.g. 24 for hourly sampling,
12 for monthly sampling). The overall variance is calculated by Equation 4.21,
σ(K) =
n∑
t=1
σ(Mt). (4.21)
The results of Equation 4.20 and Equation 4.21 are used to determine Zs in
Equation 4.22,
Zs =

(K−1)
(σ(K))1/2
if K > 0,
0 if K = 0,
(K+1)
(σ(K))1/2
if K < 0.
(4.22)
If the absolute value of Zs is greater than Z1−α/2 then the data does not have
any specific trend. The trend can be significant if the probability of obtaining K
value is less than 0.05(p− value < 0.05).
Some issues could arise while using the SKT. For instance, when K = 0 the
approximation of a large sample is inappropriate and statistically the 100% truth
of the null hypothesis (no trend) could be found. To overcome this issue, K is
forced to 1 and the p−value is adjusted accordingly. This procedure will maintain
the p− value, which means no trends over time. Similarly, the estimation of zero
slopes are occasionally found to be significant, which is largely driven by the
presence of many tied values. Therefore, the tied values should be removed and
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the estimation of slope should be re-calculated on the remaining values [162].
To increase robustness of the SKT against serial correlation Hirsch and Slack
[161] added an estimate of co-variance. Belle and Hughes [163] have developed the
test for seasonal homogeneity among the seasons using the Chi-squared test. The
SKT results can be false if the individual seasons have heterogeneous trends. For
example, if trend in sleeping is increased in one season followed by decreased trend
in the next season sequentially then the opposing values of M can cancel each
other when K is calculated. To define heterogeneity between individual seasons
H2totalis broken into two parts, H
2
homog and H
2
trend, as presented in Equation 4.23
H2total = H
2
homog −H2trend =
n∑
t=1
Z2t − nZ2 (4.23)
where
Zt =
Mt√
σ(Mt)
(4.24)
where n is the number of seasons, Mt is the MKT for each season t, and
Z =
1
n
n∑
t=1
Zt (4.25)
The α critical value is found using a Chi-square distribution table [164]. There-
fore, if X2homog < α critical then there is a common trend to all seasons and the
seasons are homogeneous. On the other hand, if X2homog > α critical then there
are different trends for different seasons and seasons are heterogeneous. There-
fore, two possible inconsistencies can occur with the SKT when the Chi-Square
Test defines heterogeneous seasonal trends. First, if the SKT detects a significant
trend through seasons that present different trends then it could be still an overall
trend in the data. Second, when the SKT did not find an overall trend, but it
could be still a significant trend in individual seasons. To solve this problem, the
Mann-Kendall test is used to define trends that may be found in the individual
seasons as presented above in this section.
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4.4 Moving Average Crossover
The analysis of time series using a moving average crossover occurs when two
moving averages are plotted and each of them has a different degree of smoothing.
The crossover does not predict the future but it shows the trend’s direction.
The crossover between two (or more) moving averages is an indicator of trend
direction. It is using slower and faster moving averages. The faster-moving
average represents a short-term moving average and the slower moving average
represents a long or medium term moving average. The slower moving average
is moving faster because it considers a small number of datum points in each
period and is thus more reactive to each datum point changes and the faster-
moving average is estimated slower as it calculates datum points over a long
period and is more lethargic. For example, using data of sleeping time duration,
for faster-moving average it may be 7, 14 or 28 day period while the slower moving
average is medium or long term moving average (e.g. 56, 112 or 224 day period).
The moving average as a line in charts is an indicate of trends in data. The
crossover will occur when the faster moving average crosses the slower moving
average, which is used as a signal of change in trend and can be used to trigger
the attention of the carer.
4.5 Prediction Techniques
In this section prediction techniques are presented. These techniques are used
in this research to predict the behavioural pattern or the direction of trends in
the human behaviour of a user who uses a smart environment based on sensory
information. The prediction will help to provide related information of the user’s
well-being trend. The investigated techniques are:
4.5.1 Activity Prediction Moving Average
The Activity Prediction Moving Average (APMA) has its foundation in the Ex-
ponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) to predict the next value of the
activity. In contrast to EWMA, it is used to analyse data points by creating a
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Algorithm 2 The Prediction Algorithm APMA.
1: procedure APMA
2: Prepare the binary data to be a time series.
3: Define training data T.
4: Identify the number of data points that need to be predicted m
5: Identify the weighted start value of β.
6: repeat
7: For time t, session m
8: repeat
9: Calculate EWMA for N data points for all data T
10: Calculate the S the start point to predict first ..
11: value of N based on historical n data points
12: Use S to calculate the next value of N
13: if N not accepted then
14: Modify S and β.
15: until all required sessions covered
16: until all required time covered
series of averages. More details about EWMA are already provided in Section
4.3.1.3. Based on the EWMA we build a model that can be used to predict the
next value of a single activity. The model is tested with our data sets and it shows
good results in terms of estimating the next value of the activity. For instance,
when it used to predict five days of occupancy duration in an office, the APMA
estimates these values of duration. The algorithm 2 illustrates the procedure.
4.5.2 Adaptive-Network based Fuzzy Inference System (AN-
FIS)
The basic theory of ANFIS model is based on if-then rules and several input-
output parameters. ANFIS uses the training, learning algorithms of neural net-
works [165, 166]. To clarify the explanation, we will assume that the fuzzy in-
ference system has two inputs x and y and one output z and one of the fuzzy
models (we will assume a first order Sugeno model). Then the typical fuzzy rule
set if-then can be expressed as the following expression:
IF x is A1 and y is B1 then f1 = p1x+ q1y + r1 (4.26)
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Figure 4.8: ANFIS Architecture Example.
where: p, r, and q are linear output parameters.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the architecture of ANFIS model that has two inputs
and one output. The ANFIS model is using five layers and nine ifthen rules as
explained below:
• Layer1: In this layer Each node i is a square node with a function repre-
sented in Equation 4.27
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O1,i = µAi(x), for i = 1, 2, 3 O1,i = µBi−3(y), for i = 4, 5, 6 (4.27)
where: x and y are the node i inputs, Ai and Bi are linguistic labels associ-
ated with inputs’ nodes, O1i is the membership function of Ai and Bi. Also,
it is common to choose µAi(x) and µBi(y) to be a bell-shaped with maxi-
mum equal to 1 and minimum equal to 0, which is represented in Equation
4.28
µAi(x), µBi(y) = exp(((xici)/(ai))
2) (4.28)
where: ai, ci are premise parameters set.
• Layer2: In this layer each node is shown in a circle labelled with which
multiplies the received signals. The output of each node representing the
firing strength of a rule. Equation 4.29 illustrate this procedure.
O2,i = wi = µAi(x).µBi−3(y) for i = 1, 2, 3...9 (4.29)
• Layer3: The nodes of this layer are shown in circles labelled with N . Each
node calculates the ratio of the ith rules. Equation 4.30 explains the layer’s
processing.
O3,i = wi = wi/(w1 + w2 + ...+ w9) for i = 1, 2, 3...9 (4.30)
• Layer4: Equation 4.31 shows the function of each node in this layer. Also,
every node is a square node.
O4,i = wi.fi = wi.(p1x+ q1y + r1) for i = 1, 2, 3...9 (4.31)
where: wi is the output and pi, qi, ri are consequent parameters.
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Figure 4.9: The schematic diagram of the proposed model to predict trends using
ANFIS.
• Layer5: The last layer is represented by circle and labelled by
∑
. It is
computing the final output as shown in Equation 4.32
O5,i = overall output =
∑
i
wi.fi =
∑
iwi.fi∑
iwi
(4.32)
The proposed model based on ANFIS is used to predict trends in the data
sets. Figure 4.9 illustrates the schematic diagram of the proposed model. The
model starts with preparing our binary data sets to be time series, then the data
is smoothed using EWMA technique. The output data from using EWMA will
be passed to the ANFIS model to predict the data that will represent the human
activities. The predicted values will be examined against the training data sets
to adapt the ANFIS rules to get better results.
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4.5.3 Moving Average Convergence/Divergence
Moving Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD) is an indicator used in techni-
cal analysis of time series data. It was created by Gerald Appel in the late 1970s
[167]. It is proposed to detect trends and their changes in the strength, direction,
momentum, and duration. The MACD indicator is based on three time series
calculated from historical data. These three series are the MACD series, the “sig-
nal” (average) series, and the “divergence” series which is the difference between
the signal and MACD. The MACD series is the difference between a “fast” (short
period) exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA), and a “slow” (longer
period) EWMA of the data series. The average series is an EWMA of the MACD
series itself [168].
The MACD indicator depends on three parameters, namely the time measure-
ments of the three EWMAs. The MACD indicator calculated using the notation
“MACD(a,b,c)” where the MACD series is the difference between two EWMAs
with representative times a and b, and the average series is an EWMA of the
MACD series with representative time c. These parameters are usually measured
in datum points. For example, to calculate MACD using duration of sleeping
time, values such 14, 28 and 7 days could be used, MACD(14, 28, 7).
The MACD and the signal are usually presented as continuous lines in the
chart, while the divergence is displayed as a bar graph (histogram)[169]. The
fast EWMA responds more quickly than the slow EWMA to recent changes in
data. Therefore, the MACD series can indicate changes in the trend of data by
comparing EWMAs of different periods. The divergence series can reveal subtle
shifts in the data’s trend [170].
The MACD is used to measure changes in the trend of studied data. It is
using the difference between the series and its average to detect subtle shifts in
the strength and direction of trends. It needs to pay special attention when the
MACD line crosses the signal line or when the MACD line crosses the zero axis.
Importance is also found in the disagreement between the MACD line or the
difference line and the real data (specifically, higher highs or lower lows on the
data series that are not matched in the indicator series).
The “signal-line crossover” occurs when the MACD line and the signal lines
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Figure 4.10: Predicting the direction of trend in sleeping time duration.
cross each other; that happens when the divergence (the bar graph) changes sign.
The interpretation of this crossover is that when the MACD line moves upward
or downward it is taken as an indication that the trend in the studied data is
about to accelerate in the direction of the crossover.
The “zero crossover” occurs when the sign of MACD is changed and the
MACD line crosses the horizontal zero axis. The crossing occurs when there is no
difference between the fast and slow EWMAs. The crossover provides evidence
of the trend direction change but less confirmation of the signal line crossover.
Divergence has two types: positive and negative divergence. The “positive di-
vergence” or “bullish divergence” occurs when the studied data records a new low
value and the MACD does not confirm with its own new low value. The “negative
divergence” or “bearish divergence” occurs when the studied data records a new
high value and the MACD does not confirm with its own new high value. The di-
vergence could occur on the MACD line and/or the MACD histogram [171, 168].
Figure 4.10 illustrates a sample of using MACD to predict the duration of trends
in a human behaviour data set representing the duration of sleeping time for an
older person.
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4.5.4 Relative Strength Index
The Relative Strength Index (RSI) is an indicator used in the analysis of financial
data. It was proposed to chart the strength or weakness of a stock based on
the closing prices of a recent trading period compared to the historical prices.
The RSI is a momentum indicator uses to measure the velocity and magnitude
of directional datum points movements. The RSI calculates the ratio of higher
values to lower values in studied data. The momentum is the rate of the rise or fall
in datum points. The datum point that has more or stronger positive changes has
a higher RSI than the datum point which has more or stronger negative changes
[172]. RSI starts by calculating an upward change U or downward change D of
each data period as presented in equations 4.33, 4.34. U occurs when the current
datum point being higher than the previous datum point and D occurs when the
current datum point being lower than the previous datum point. However, if the
current datum point is the same as the previous, then both U and D are zero.
D = datumprevious − datumcurrent
U = 0
(4.33)
U = datumcurrent − datumprevious
D = 0
(4.34)
The average U and D are calculated using one of the moving average techniques
mentioned earlier. The ratio of these averages is the relative strength or relative
strength factor which is described in equation 4.35.
RS =
MA(U, n)
MA(D,n)
(4.35)
If the average of D values is zero, then relative strength factor is converted to
a relative strength index between 0 and 100 as shown in Equation 4.36.
RSI = 100− 100
1 +RS
(4.36)
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The moving averages should be properly initialised using the first n values in
the data series. The plotted RSI is presented on a graph above or below the data
chart. The typical upper line of the indicator is plotted at 70, a lower line at 30,
and a dashed mid-line at 50. The level of the RSI is a measure of the studied
data’s recent change strength. The RSI’s slope is directly comparative to the
velocity of a change in the trend and the RSIs distance travelled is proportional
to the magnitude of the move.
Traditionally, when RSI readings become more than the 70 level, they are
considered to be in over-level territory, and when the readings became lower than
the 30 level, they are considered to be in lower-level territory. If the readings are
in-between the 30 and 70 level then they are considered as neutral and no trend
when the sign at 50 level.
The divergence between RSI and data is a very strong indication of an im-
minent turning point. It is called “bearish divergence” when a new high datum
occurs and the RSI makes a lower high, thus failing to confirm. “Bullish diver-
gence” occurs when data makes a new low but RSI makes a higher low [173, 174].
4.6 Discussion
This chapter gives an overview of different techniques used in this research as
solutions to identify trends in time series and to predict new data values which
represent ADL or ADW. SMA, normally displayed as a smoothed line, is less
prone to respond to slight and temporary changes of data. It is good for long
time frames, such as daily or weekly charts. It is slower to respond to rapid
data changes. It ignores complex relationships in data. CMA, which displays as
a smoothed line, is a simple method to get an average of all the data up until
the current datum point. It is slower to respond to rapid data changes. MMA
responds more quickly to data changes. It is more vulnerable to false signals.
SMM is sensitive to rapid changes and anomalies in data. EWMA responds
more quickly to data changes and it is helpful to deal with data within a shorter
time frame. It is more vulnerable to false signals. Finally, SKT can deals with
seasonality in data. It will give satisfactory results even if there is a missing
data. It needs to deal with each season first, which can lead to false results if the
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individual seasons have heterogeneous trends.
Some predictive techniques used in this research were also discussed. APMA
is based on EWMA and it can be used to predict data or the direction of the
trend. ANFIS is widely used in different disciplines. In this research it is used
after using EWMA for the data, then it is used for prediction. MACD is used to
measure the momentum and predict the trend’s direction. It has the ability to
foreshadow moves in the underlying data. It does not have boundaries to bind
or limit its movement. MACD represents the difference between two moving
averages, therefore it could still have some lags. RSI can be used to identify
outliers in data by using the indicators over-level and lower-level. It is used to
predict the direction of trends. However false signals still could occur. Chapter 5
will describe the implementation of these techniques and compare between them.
The techniques used are evaluated using data sets collected from ADLs or ADWs
of smart environments users.
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Trend Analysis and Prediction
Techniques for One Activity
5.1 Introduction
To identify the progressive changes in human behaviour activities, it is essen-
tial to identify initially the changes for each single activity. This could be even
more simplified and the problem in hand is defined as identifying the progressive
changes for a single sensor at a time. For example, to measure the progressive
changes in sleeping time could be represented as progressive changes measured
from a PIR in a bedroom or a bed pressure sensor. In this chapter existing trend
analysis techniques mentioned in Chapter 3 are applied to data sets explained
in Chapter 4. Later, in this chapter, Human Behaviour Momentum Indicator is
introduced which is a more suitable measure to identify the progressive changes
for one activity.
5.2 Implementing Existing Trend Analysis Tech-
niques
The problem of detecting trends in the pattern of human behaviour has increas-
ingly attracted attention. Using trend analysis techniques will help in detecting
abnormal behaviour which is the identification of previously unknown patterns.
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Figure 5.1: Trend of sleeping start time using 7 and 28 data points to compute
SMA.
The problem is particularly difficult because what constitutes an abnormal be-
haviour can greatly differ depending on the task at hand. In the following sections,
implementing trend analysis techniques on human behaviour data sets described
in Chapter 4 are investigated.
5.2.1 Simple Moving Average
The calculation of Simple Moving Average is conducted for extracted data from
monitoring an elderly person who lives in a smart home. The proposed algorithm
that is used to implement the SMA shows good results of detecting trends. To
apply the SMA, three pairs of numbers representing fast and slow SMA are cho-
sen. Each number states the starting time of sleeping in days. First two pairs
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Figure 5.2: Trend of sleeping start time using 14 and 28 data points to compute
SMA.
are (7, 14) datum points. The 7 days values are used to compute the fast SMA
and the slow SMA is computed using 14 datum points’ values. Second pairs are
14 and 28 for fast and slow SMA. The last pairs are 14 for fast SMA and 56 for
Slow SMA.
When a new datum comes available the old data is dropped, which will cause
the average to move along the time scale. For example using 7 datum points
values, the first value of the SMA is calculated by covering the first seven data
values. The second SMA’s value is calculated by dropping the first data point
and adds the new data point (in this case number eight in original data). The
third SMA’s value continues by dropping the first data point from previous data
that is used to calculate the second SMA value (second data point in real data)
and adding the new data point (in this case the nine number in original data).
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Figure 5.3: Trend of sleeping start time using 14 and 56 data points to compute
SMA.
It is noticed that using the first pair (7, 14) is more sensitive to changes
happen in original data, and crossover occurs each time change of data up or
down happen as it shown in Figure 5.1. However, the second pair (14, 28) has
less crossover but it is clearer to show the trend as it is presented in Figure 5.2.
The third pair (14, 56) which is shown in Figure 5.3 gives similar results to the
second pair with more smooth line for the slow SMA. Moreover, the SMA is
shown that it is possible to detect abnormal crossover which represents abnormal
activities.
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Figure 5.4: Trend of sleeping start time using 7 and 28 data points to compute
CMA.
5.2.2 Cumulative Moving Average
The Cumulative Moving Average is calculated for the same date mentioned in the
earlier section. The CMA algorithm shows its ability to detect trends in ADLs’
data. However, to apply the CMA three pairs of numbers to represent the fast
and slow CMA are chosen. Each number states the starting time of sleeping in
days. The procedure for calculating CMA using the fast and slow movements is
similar to what is presented in Section 5.2.1 to calculate SMA. The data that are
used in this example extracted from the original data to represent the start time
of sleeping in the bedroom.
Using the first pair (7, 14) is shown that the CMA is more sensitive to changes
happen in original data in when it is in fast version, and crossover occurs each
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Figure 5.5: Trend of sleeping start time using 14 and 56 data points to compute
CMA.
time big change of data up or down happens as it shown in Figure 5.4. However,
the second pair (14, 28) has nearly the same crossovers but it is clearer to show
the trend. The third pair (14, 56) which is shown in Figure 5.5 gives similar
results to the second pair with more smooth line for the slow CMA.
5.2.3 Modified Moving Average Algorithm
The used data in this example to test the modified moving average are extracted
from the original data to represent the start time of sleeping in the bedroom. The
proposed MMA algorithm can detect trends in the studied data. The implemen-
tation of the MMA is based on choosing three pairs of numbers to represent the
fast and slow MMA. Each number states the starting time of sleeping in days.
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Figure 5.6: Trend of sleeping start time using 7 and 28 data points to compute
MMA.
The procedure for calculating MMA using the fast and slow movements is similar
to what is presented in Section 5.2.1 to calculate SMA.
In this test the using MMA with first pair (7, 14) is shown that the fast MMA
is more sensitive to changes that may happen in original data, and crossover
occurs when data changes gradually up or down happen as it shown in Figure
5.6. However, the second pair (14, 28) has nearly the same crossovers but it is
clearer to show the trend. The third pair (14, 56) which is shown in Figure 5.7
gives similar results to the second pair with more smooth line for the slow MMA.
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Figure 5.7: Trend of sleeping start time using 14 and 56 data points to compute
MMA.
5.2.4 Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
The proposed Exponentially Weighted Moving Average is tested using data that
are extracted from the original data to represent the start time of sleeping in the
bedroom. The implementation of the EWMA is done by choosing three pairs
of numbers to represent the fast and slow EWMA. Each number performs the
starting time of sleeping in days. The procedure for calculating EWMA using
the fast and slow movements is similar to what is presented in Section 5.2.1 to
calculate SMA.
The first pair of numbers are (7, 14), which are used to test the EWMA,
they show that the fast EWMA is more sensitive to changes that may happen
in original data, and crossover occurs when data changes happens gradually up
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Figure 5.8: Trend of sleeping start time using 7 and 28 data points to compute
EWMA.
or down as it is shown in Figure 5.8. However, the second pair (14, 28) has less
crossovers but it is clearer to show the trend as it is presented in Figure 5.9. The
third pair (14, 56) gives similar results to the second pair with more smooth line
for the slow EWMA. The EWMA technique is shown the abnormal crossovers
which may represent abnormal activities.
5.2.5 Seasonal Kendall Test
Generally, focusing on finding out a long-term patterns and trends in elderly
people activities are key areas of concern; they are necessary to estimate the
progress or deterioration in these activities which could help the medical assistant
or caregiver. The Seasonal Kendall Test (SKT) is used to find trends in data
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Figure 5.9: Trend of sleeping start time using 14 and 28 data points to compute
EWMA.
collected from ADL. The SKT detects the found trends in all data sets that are
used in this research. For example, there is a decreasing trend in the sleeping
pattern and an increasing trend in visiting the bathroom during sleeping time.
Figure 5.10-a for real data shows an example of the decreasing trend of sleeping
pattern and the duration time in sleeping in bedroom, Figure 5.10-b shows a
decreasing trend of sleeping pattern in simulated data.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give the values of Chi Trend, which are exceeded with
probability α. That means there is a common trend for all seasons with critical
values of each Chi Trend based on value of α. However, Table 5.1 is summarising
the value of Chi trends founded in the real and simulated data for the sleeping
pattern, as well it gives a comparison between the values of both data to the
index values. Also, Table 5.2 is summarising the value of Chi trends founded in
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Figure 5.10: Trend of sleeping pattern in a) real data b) simulated data.
the real and simulated data for using the bathroom in sleeping time (distracting
the sleeping) pattern, as well it gives a comparison between the values of both
data to the index values.
5.3 Implementing Prediction Techniques
In this section the predictive techniques as solutions to the binary time series
prediction representing the ADLs or ADWs are presented. Different prediction
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techniques are used to predict the trends or the direction of trends in time series
data representing the human behaviour of the inhabitants in their smart environ-
ment. Several experiments are devised, executed, and evaluated using different
prediction techniques. In the following section the explanation of these techniques
is presented.
5.3.1 Activity Prediction Moving Average
Activity Prediction Moving Average (APMA) is proposed as a predictor model.
It is tested using different type of data sets that are extracted from the original
data to represent the duration of sleeping in the bedroom and the duration of
occupying a smart office. The EWMA is used to detect the trend in the data first,
then it is used to predict extra data based on the data that are occurred from
the trend. Two pairs of numbers are used to represent the fast and slow EWMA.
This method will allow to see the trends of data in different degree of smoothing.
In prediction process, it is very important to adjust the weighted value to gain
the best results. The other fact in prediction is the smallest number of prediction
days the better results will gain.
The first experiment was done with the data of sleeping duration. The (7,
28) data points are used to compute EWMA. Then the APMA is used to predict
the trend of last 7 days. Comparing between the results of using fast and slow
EWMA, they show that the fast EWMA is more sensitive to changes that may
happen in original data, and crossover occurs when data changes happens grad-
ually up or down as it is shown in Figure 5.11. However, the same procedure is
Table 5.1: Values of Chi Trend, which are exceeded with probability α.
α 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.001
INDEX 0.45 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.64 10.8
Simulated data 0.45 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.64 10.8
Real data 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.64 10.8
Chi Trend in Simu-
lated data
0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403 0.403
Chi Trend in Real
data
− 0.778 0.778 0.778 0.778 0.778
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used with the office’s data. The (5, 20) data points are used to compute EWMA
and then use the APMA to predict 5 days. With the same concept that is used
in the first experiment Figure 5.12 shows the results.
On the other hand, by comparing the EWMA data and the APMA data it can
be seen significant results that obtained by using APMA. The results in Tables
5.3, 5.4 show how close the predicted data to the original one.
Table 5.2: Values of Chi Trend, which are exceeded with probability α.
α 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.001
INDEX 0.45 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.64 10.8
Simulated data − 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.64 10.8
Real data − − 5.02 6.64 10.8
Chi Trend in Simu-
lated data
− 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79
Chi Trend in Real
data
− − − 5.01 5.01 5.01
Table 5.3: A sample of results of using EWMA and APMA with data of the
Bedroom.
EWMA data represent
total duration in
minutes
APMA data represent
total duration in
minutes
514.70 511.72
524.36 523.21
472.52 477.13
495.05 493.42
489.98 490.29
457.76 460.72
446.67 447.95
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Figure 5.11: Trend and prediction of sleeping duration using EWMA.
5.3.2 Adaptive-Network based Fuzzy Inference System (AN-
FIS)
In this work, ANFIS is used to predict a value of activity based on historical
data set. As it shown in the proposed model, it is essential to prepare the data
to be used as a time series. The second step is to use trend analysis technique
to smooth each data set and get its trend; then ANFIS is used to predict the
new values of data points based on the smoothed data sets. The variants of the
algorithm used in the study are different numbers of membership functions and
different types of function (i.e “gbellmf”, “gauss2mf”). Different data sets are
Table 5.4: A sample of results of using EWMA and APMA with the Smart
Office’s data.
EWMA data represent
total duration in
minutes
APMA data represent
total duration in
minutes
384.80 384.36
396.39 393.99
406.01 403.61
390.24 392.91
396.67 395.92
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Figure 5.12: Trend and prediction of an office occupying using EWMA.
Figure 5.13: Predicted duration time using ANFIS.
used in this work too.
Figure 5.13 represents a sample of results using ANFIS to predict the data
using 30 bell shape membership functions. The data set used here is for the
duration of sleeping time in a bedroom. Table 5.5 presents a sample of results,
this table has two columns; one for actual data and the other is for predicted
data. In addition, the root-mean squared (RMS) is used to compare predicted
and actual values for model validation.
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5.3.3 Human Behaviour Momentum Indicator (HBMI)
To identify changes and ultimately to forecast changes in the ADL or ADW, a
new indicator, Human Behaviour Momentum Indicator (HBMI), is introduced.
The HBMI is proposed to identify the changes of the activity’s behaviour. The
model has three phases. First phase is designed to prepare the binary data and
convert it to a time series data. The second phase has two tasks, the first task
is to examine the converted data and handle it to be standardised. The second
task is applying MACD to the available data sets. The third phase is to calculate
the indicator, which has two tasks too, the first task is to calculate the index of
data and second task is to calculate the boundaries. In other words, the index
will be centralised to one hundred (100) that is because the indicator will present
the percentage of the changes in the activity in each data point and it will have
three boundaries on both sides of the centre value (100). These boundaries will
represent three main categories; normal, worrying and abnormal. The following
steps show the process of calculating the indicator and the boundaries.
• Calculate
Indexi =
Acti
Acti−n
100. (5.1)
where: i=1,2,3,.. and n the number of data points that are used to calculate
EWMA
Table 5.5: A sample of results of using ANFIS with dataset of the Bedroom.
EWMA data represent
total duration in
minutes
ANFIS data represent
total duration in
minutes
451.65 479.12
494.67 492.18
481.95 489.84
457.76 458.02
443.10 451.65
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Figure 5.14: Human behaviour momentum indicator model.
• Calculate
avg =
∑
Index/N. (5.2)
where: N is the total number of data points
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• Calculate
NB = Avg ± 100. (5.3)
where: NB is the Normal boundary.
• Calculate
WB = NB ± AV. (5.4)
where: NB is the Warning boundary and AV is the accepted value to rep-
resent the warning situation.
• Calculate
AB = WB ± V. (5.5)
where: AB is the Abnormal boundary and V is any value.
Equation 5.1 will compute the index values for each data point, Equation 5.2
is used to compute the average value of the index and Equations 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5
are used to calculate the three boundaries.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the proposed model. The technique is tested with
different data sets and it shows superior results in terms of forecasting the activity
and as well detected the abnormal values.
The HBMI is used to measure changes in the trend of the human behaviours’
data and predict the direction of the trend. Moreover, it will present the situation
of the human behaviour activity based on the idea of having three levels of the
activity’s situation which are Normal, Warning and Abnormal. The indicator
will response to the changes that may happen in the data. On the other hand,
it will indicate the changes after the MACD shows a sign of upcoming changes,
which means the MACD will work as a part of HBMI’s process. The HBMI is
a special indicator technique, it presents together momentum and trends in data
using MACD and it predicts the upcoming changes in the data. Furthermore, it
shows the changes of the ADLs/ ADWs behaviour levels based on the indicator.
This unique combination between these three signals could be applied to different
kind of data charts such as daily, weekly or monthly. In this test several data
sets are used to examine the HBMI.
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Figure 5.15: Using HBMI to forecast the duration of sleeping in a bedroom.
The following tips will interpret some of the results that may be seen in the
graph:
• When the “MACD line” crosses the signal line that is called crossover, which
is mean changes in data values will be identified.
• The direction of “MACD line” depends on the direction of the moving
average cross. Therefore, when the “MACD line” direction is changed then
the trend direction is changed too.
• When “MACD line” oscillates above the signal line indicates that the indi-
cator signal in the top graph is decreased. Also, the indicator signal will be
increased if the “MACD line” fluctuate below the signal line.
• In addition, if the “MACD line” accelerates sharply then the indicator will
present sharp changes in the data. In other words, the increase or decrease
of the indicator signals in the top graph means the changes of the trend’s
direction is happen in the same direction of the indicator.
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Figure 5.16: Using HBMI to forecast the duration of occupying an office.
In the first experiment, a data set of the duration of sleeping in the bedroom
is used to test HBMI. The number of days (7, 28, 14) are used to calculate the
MACD. Also, 7 days are used to calculate the indicator. The results show the
HBMI technique is a very useful tool to detect trends and predict the changes
that could happen in the trend based on historical data as well it is detects
abnormal events based on its boundaries theory. For example, Figure 5.15 shows
that the sign of upcoming change in the trend direction can be observed when the
crossover occurs between the signal line and MACD line in the day 10. On the
other hand, with the changes of trend’s direction in the indicator the abnormal
event can be detected too. For instance, the abnormal event detected in the day
118 when the MACD accelerates sharply from the day 117 to the day 118 and
at same time crossover between the “MACD line” and signal line occurs between
the days 117 and 118. Figure 5.15 shows an example of the results of forecasting
a duration of sleeping in a bedroom. At the same time, the changes can be seen
by looking to the data in Table 5.6, which shows the results of using HBMI to
predict the direction of trend. The first column shows uptrend after day 10 and
the second column shows downtrend after day 89.
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The proposed technique (HBMI) is examined with another real data set, which
is representing the duration of occupying a smart office. The numbers of days (5,
20, 10) are used to calculate MACD. Again, the results of using HBMI technique
shows it is a very useful tool to detect trends and predict the changes that could
happen in the trend based on historical data. For example, when the crossover
occurs between the signal line and “MACD line” in the day 14 it can be seen
that the upper side of Figure 5.16 the changes of the trend’s direction. The trend
direction is changed when the crossover occurs between the “MACD line” and
the signal line in the day 54, moreover, the abnormal event is detected when
the “MACD line” fluctuated sharply from day 54 to day 55. As it is shown in
Figure 5.16 the HBMI can detect changes that may happen in ADWs. On the
other hand, the changes can be seen by looking to the results data in Table 5.7,
which shows the results of using HBMI to predict the direction of trend. The first
column shows down-trend after day 10 and the second column shows up-trend
after day 43.
On the other hand, HBMI can detect the abnormal events in the data sets
with good accuracy and it can be used to predict the abnormal events as well
when the “MACD line” is accelerates sharply between the data points. Tables
5.8 and 5.9 show examples of detecting abnormal events. Comparing data points
in the second column of both tables clearly shows the abnormal events and these
events can be seen in the red area in Figures 5.15 and 5.16.
Finally, the HBMI technique is tested with different data sets and it shows
good results of the trend’s direction prediction and detection of changes in ADLs/
ADWs.
5.3.4 Moving Average Convergence/Divergence
The MACD is special indicator technique because it presents together momentum
and trend at the same time. This unique combine between trend and momentum
could be applied to different kind of data charts such as daily, weekly or monthly.
In this test three settings for MACD which are the difference between the (7, 28),
(14, 28) and (14, 56) periods of EWMAs. The MACD Line is calculated based
on the difference between two moving averages. This means MACD values are
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Table 5.6: A sample of results of using HBMI with the duration of sleeping.
Data after Day 10
represent total duration
in minutes
Data after Day 89
represent total duration
in minutes
526.26 452.12
527.32 443.82
529.09 423.42
540.17 421.22
539.47 421.13
Table 5.7: A sample of results of using HBMI With the duration of occupying an
office.
Data after Day 10
represent total duration
in minutes
Data after Day 43
represent total duration
in minutes
464.56 304.35
467.26 373.45
400.20 413.01
288.24 433.70
262.23 366.90
Table 5.8: A sample of using HBMI to detect abnormal events in the duration of
sleeping in a bedroom.
HBMI low boundary Original Data Values
80.69 341.58
70.13 655.20
77.11 323.35
HBMI High boundary Original Data Values
125.42 415.55
143.15 187.11
122.54 300.03
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Figure 5.17: Using MACD with 7 and 28 data points.
dependent on the datum point of the underlying security.
The crossovers signal occurs when the fast EWMA has crossed the Slow
EWMA and the MACD Line oscillates above and below the zero line. The di-
rection of MACD depends on the direction of the moving average cross. Positive
MACD indicates that the fast EWMA is above the slow EWMA. When the up-
side momentum is increasing, then positive values of MACD increase as the fast
EWMA diverges further from the slow EWMA. Negative MACD values indicates
that the fast EWMA is below the slow EWMA. Therefore, negative values in-
crease when the fast EWMA diverges further below the slow EWMA. This means
Table 5.9: A sample of using HBMI to detect abnormal events in the duration of
occupying an office.
HBMI low boundary Original Data Values
60.47 479.63
54.90 285.76
74.58 522.36
HBMI High boundary Original Data Values
115.26 457.58
142.17 189.11
100.59 443.06
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Figure 5.18: Using MACD 14 and 28 data points.
Figure 5.19: Using MACD 14 and 56 data points.
downside momentum is increasing.
In this experiment, the first pair of numbers (7, 14) are used in MACD al-
gorithm to detect the trend and momentum for the data which are explained
previously in this research. It is clear that, the MACD technique is very useful
tool to detect trends and predict the changes that could be happen in the trend
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Figure 5.20: Using RSI with 7 and 28 data points.
based on historical data. For example, when the crossover occurs between the
signal line and MACD line at the end of day 14 and crossover occurs between the
MACD line and Zero line at the early of day 17 then crossover occurs between
Fast EWMA and slow EWMA late in day 17, which show the change of sleeping
start time trend, as it is shown in Figure 5.17. However, the same MACD algo-
rithm is used with other pairs of numbers (14, 28) and (14, 56) and equivalent
results are gained. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 are shown the results. The results show
that, this technique could be used to detect the abnormal behaviour based on
abnormal crossovers occur when using EWMA technique.
5.3.5 Relative Strength Index
The RSI tends to fluctuate between 40 and 90 is used to show the uptrend. It will
act as support in technical analysis for the professional when it will be within
the 40 − 50 zones. These ranges may vary depending on RSI parameters, the
strength of trend and volatility of the underlying security. Figure 5.20 shows 14
days RSI for the start time of sleeping during the period from December until
April. There was one overshoot below 40 in January, but RSI held the 40 − 50
zone several times. On the flip side, RSI tends to fluctuate between 10 and 60 to
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Figure 5.21: Using RSI 14 and 28 data points.
display the down-trend with the 50 − 60 zone acting as resistance. Figure 5.21
shows 7 days RSI for the same data that is used in this example. It is shown that
the RSI with small numbers will be more sensitive to changes that may happen
in data, which will make the interpretation of trends harder.
5.4 Discussion
In this research, trend analysis techniques to detect trends in human behaviour
are investigated. Also, forecasting techniques that can be applied to ADLs and
ADWs data are investigated. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of producing
data interpretation to support the carer or managers with general information
about his/her patient or worker. The conducted experiments introduce superior
results from using trend analysis techniques to interpret the humans’ activities. In
addition, The conducted experimenters produced good results of using forecasting
techniques that are working based on trend analysis techniques to forecast and
predict the humans’ activities and the direction of trends in human behaviour.
To use trend analysis techniques in this research, data preparation is the first
step to overcome some issues such as dealing with missing data, converting data
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from binary to the suitable format that could be used later with trend analysis
techniques and extracting the exact data for each activity. Therefore, a prototype
of the data was created to make the data more understandable for the reader.
The MA techniques are used to detect trends in studied data. Starting with SMA
which shows the ability to display the trend and its direction as well. SMA could
be used to find out the abnormal events that are happening in the data. The
obtained results from applying CMA, MMA and SMM techniques show that;
they can detect trends and trend direction but cannot be used to detect the
abnormality in our data. The last technique of moving average family that is
used in this research is EWMA. EWMA is the best technique in the moving
average family that could be used to detect trends in this kind of studied data,
because of its sensitivity to the changes in data and it has the ability to detect
trends, trend direction and the abnormal events that have happened. SKT is
used to detect trends in human behaviour. This technique displays good results in
terms of seasonality and trends. The comparison between the results and indexed
value shows that this technique could detect the trends in our data. However,
this technique cannot be used to predict the future and it will not display the
direction of trend.
The forecasting and prediction techniques used in this research that can be ap-
plied to ADLs and ADWs data are investigated. The proposed solutions demon-
strate the feasibility of interpreting this kind of data. The indicator techniques are
used to predict the future of the trend direction in our data sets. The HBMI and
RSI techniques are used for this purpose in this research. Both of them present
good results in terms of detecting trends and trend’s direction. The HBMI shows
more information about the trend and its orientation and the levels of the fluc-
tuation of ADLs. The RSI sometimes needs to be used with another technique
to support its results. AFMA is used to predict N data points along side is is
used as trend analysis technique. It presents good results in terms of prediction.
Moreover, in contrast to using EWMA which is the best technique in order to
detect trends in our data and because of its sensitivity to the changes in data, it
shows that it has the ability to identify the concealed abnormal events. ANFIS
is used to predict new values of our data sets. It presents good results in terms
of estimating new values of such data that we have. When using ANFIS with
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this kind of data, it is essential to smooth the data and optimise the number of
membership functions.
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The Human Behaviour Indicator
6.1 Introduction
Progressive change in people’s activities is a subject of research interest that
has recently attracted more attention [175]. These could be activities of daily
living (ADL) or activities of daily working (ADW). A number of medical condi-
tions and their treatments are associated with activities disorders such as reduced
movement over time. Parkinson’s Disease (PD), for example, is characterised by
slowness of movement [176], and some Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) causes
a slight but noticeable and measurable decline in ADL [177, 178].
Understanding progressive changes in human behaviour is the key challenge in
formulating an effective intelligent environment. It is essential to find a suitable
technique that models human behaviour and interprets progressive changes in
the participant’s behaviour. Many researchers have investigated human activity
recognition in order to solve the problem of activity extraction and prediction.
These studies have used different methods and techniques to identify the be-
haviour of occupants based on temporal data gathered from sensor networks.
There are several methods have the potential to represent and model human
behaviour because they are capable of representing random activities, dependen-
cies and temporal variations within the data [179]. Probabilistic models such as
the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Bayesian belief networks can be used to
model human behaviour [179, 180, 181, 182, 183]. Soft computing and machine-
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learning techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) and support vector
machines (SVM) can also be used in this way [184, 185]. However, all mentioned
techniques face difficulties in processing large amounts of low-level sensory data;
therefore, it is essential to transform the sensory data into a suitable format that
can be processed [186].
Trend analysis techniques are used to understand the participants’ general
health variation and behaviour evolution. Analysing the activities of a participant
can only be fully understood if the daily activities are examined in terms of per-
son, place and time. Numerous researchers have investigated trend analysis tech-
niques that can be applied to human behaviour activities extracted from smart
environments. Researchers on the BackHome [187] and iCarer [188] projects in-
troduced monitoring systems to send feedback on any changes in the participant’s
behaviour and habits to the carer. In another effort, Forkan et. al. in [189] used
trend analysis to detect trends in their data, but it is not clear which trend anal-
ysis technique of they used. Saives et. al in [190] presented a model to improve
the autonomy of medically monitored behaviour changes for patients in a smart
home.
To be able to have a measure of progressive changes, the first step is to
integrate some pervasive measurements into home and work environments to
collect the data representing ADL or ADW. There are already many off-the-shelf
products available to collect such data. Once individual activities are recognised,
identifying trends in users’ behaviour over a period of time will provide useful
information. Trends in people’s behaviour are used to identify progressive changes
and predict behavioural abnormalities.
To address the challenges of the research, this chapter introduces a composite
indicator representing overall progressive changes in a behavioural pattern. This
approach is novel and the proposed approach has not been used for behavioural
analysis before, though synthetic composite indicators (SCI) have been proposed
to interpret progressive changes of aggregated variables in a variety of economic
and policy areas. For example, the consumer price index (CPI) measures changes
in the prices of goods and services that households consume [191].
This Chapter is organised as follows: in Section 6.2; the new Human Behaviour
Indicator and its constructions are introduced; three case studies using different
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data sets are discussed in Section 6.3 and the summary and suggestions for future
work are presented in Section 6.4.
6.2 The Human Behaviour Indicator
To represent human behaviour evolution through a simple measure requires some
method of combining several types of data. This will require the construction of
a composite indicator which can be viewed as a means of reducing multivariable
inputs into a single and meaningful output that can be interpreted by non-experts.
After giving a brief overview of composite indicators below, the Human Behaviour
Indicator (HBI) will be explained.
6.2.1 Composite Indicators
The aggregated output usually represents a holistic view using a single numerical
score and/or an ordinal rank. To achieve a single output value, the index must
go through accurate development steps. These steps involve consideration of
included or excluded variables, handling missing data, the given weight for each
variable etc.
There are two major types of aggregation technique: additive (linear) and
multiplicative (geometric or nonlinear) [192]. Additive aggregation technique
can offer compensability between aggregated indicators; if an indicator has poor
performance, then an indicator that has a significant value can cover the poor
one, which may result in the creation of a biased composite indicator.
6.2.2 The Construction of the Human Behaviour Indica-
tor
The schematic diagram of the proposed framework to create the Human Be-
haviour Indicator (HBI) is shown in Figure 6.1, and comprises three phases:
• In the first phase, the ADL or ADW data is collected and pre-processed.
This includes the handling of missing data and the extraction of the features
that will be involved in representing the holistic view of the activity. Each
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Figure 6.1: Proposed framework to create the Human Behaviour Indicator.
feature represents specific information from a single activity; for example,
the start time and the duration of each event. For more details see Chapter
3.
• In the second phase of the proposed framework, the data are analysed using
trend analysis techniques. For more details see Chapter 4.
• Finally, in the third phase of development, the data created from the trend
analysis is standardised to a uniform unit of measurement and then ag-
gregated. The boundaries of the three levels of the holistic view of the
monitored person are also generated. These levels are the level of normal
activity behaviour, the warning level to represent minor changes in activity
behaviour, and the abnormal level to detect the outlier activity behaviour.
6.2.2.1 Multivariate Aggregation
To identify the overall changes and ultimately to forecast changes in the ADL
or ADW, a new indicator, the Human Behaviour Indicator (HBI), is introduced.
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This stage has two main tasks; the first task is to build the composite indica-
tor, which will compute the progressive changes in the behaviour based on the
events that are performed in the entire day. The events are the actions that the
participant performs during his/her activity. Each event has a start time and a
duration. For example, when the person works with a PC and sits on the chair,
the start time of the activity will be computed. At the same time, the start time
of using the chair until he/she leaves it as an event will be computed. This idea
of using the events gave us the opportunity to work with overlapped events and
activities. Therefore, we were able to compare or measure the changes of events
on different bases such as daily or weekly. In this research, the percentage of
changes are used between the events when compared to each other as the best
way to measure the changes. However, this task had three steps, as follows:
• There are diverse ways in which human behaviour events could be aggre-
gated and to calculate the percentage of change of the compared events.
As part of our investigation, it is found that Weighted Human Behaviour
Indicator (WHBI) expressed in Equation 6.1 and the Exponential Weighted
Human Behaviour Indicator (EWHBI) expressed in Equation 6.2 are the
best candidates for data represented in this chapter. Each equation has its
way to reach the final results but both of them gave the same final results.
Therefore, either of them could be used as a start point of the calculations.
• Calculate
Pri =
∑
(Pi+n).2∑
(Pi).(Pi+n)
. (6.1)
• Calculate
Pri =
(α)
∑
(Pi+n).2
(1− α)∑ (Pi).(Pi+n) . (6.2)
where: P is current data point value after using EWMA (i.e. start time,
duration) of the activity for i=1,2,3,.. and n is the number of data points
used to calculate EWMA.
• Calculate the summation of changes in events based on all daily events.
totald =
∑
Pri. (6.3)
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where: d is the number of each day and i=1,2,3,.. represents the percentage
of change of each compared event of that day.
• Calculate the percentage of total changes of all daily events.
Indexi = (totald/totald−n).100. (6.4)
where: i,d=1,2,3,.. and n is the number of data points that are used to
calculate EWMA.
The second task is to calculate the boundaries of the changes. In other words,
the index is centralised to 100, because the indicator will present the percentage
of the changes in the overall of daily activities after calculating the percentage
of change between the values of compared events’ features (i.e start time and
duration of each event). The system has three boundaries on each side of the
centre value (100). These boundaries represent three main categories: normal,
warning and abnormal. The following steps show the process of calculating the
indicator and the boundaries:
• Calculate the average of all Indexes’ values.
avg =
∑
Index/N. (6.5)
where: N is the total number of data points.
• Calculate the normal boundary.
NB = 100± Avg. (6.6)
where: NB is the normal boundary.
• Calculate the warning boundary.
WB = AV ±NB. (6.7)
where: WB is the warning boundary and AV is the accepted value to
represent the warning situation.
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• Calculate the abnormal boundary.
AB = WB ± Pt. (6.8)
where: AB is the abnormal boundary and Pt is a data value at time t.
6.3 Case Studies and Discussion
In this section a brief description of data used in this research is provided before
the proposed method of formulating the indicator is introduced. The data sets
used for this research are collected from within smart environments equipped
with some sensors to measure indoor activities of an occupant. The indoor move-
ments are represented by the sequences of movement from one place to another.
Monitoring the movements of a person occupying the environment and collecting
the data representing his/her mobility can detect this person’s transitions.
Table 3.3 shows the format of the data summarisation, which represents two
people, each occupying a smart environment. The first person occupies a smart
home and includes examples of his/her activates based on his/her sequential
movements during the occupancy of a specific location. Each behaviour can
be represented in two order levels. The first level is the activity sequence, which
shows the person’s movements. The second level is the sequence of actions, which
shows the occupancy time of the activity that the person has performed. For
example, walking to the kitchen is a moving activity and sitting in the living
room is an occupancy activity.
Activities in a smart home are presented by five main categories: “Bedroom”,
“Living Room”, “Kitchen”, “Bathroom” and “Hall” activities, representing sleep-
ing, socialising, eating, cleaning and moving between places, respectively. Activ-
ities in a smart office are presented by four main categories: “Chair”, “PC”,
“PIR” and “Door” activities, representing sitting, working, occupancy and going
in/out, respectively.
In this section, three separate case studies are reported. Two of these case
studies have real data sets collected from smart environments. The first data set
represent the ADL of an elderly person who lives in a smart home and the second
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Figure 6.2: Sample of events in the Bedroom over three days.
Figure 6.3: Sample of events in the Kitchen over three days.
data set represents the ADW of a person who works in a smart office. In the
third case study, a simulated data set is used; this data set simulates an elderly
person who lives in a smart home. Real data were collected using wireless motion
sensors, PIR and door sensors. The output values of these sensors are discrete.
In the smart home these values represent the occupancy of one area at a time,
whereas in the smart office, the values may overlap because of the possibility of
using different equipment at the same time; for example, the participant may
use the PC while sitting on the chair and occupying the desk. However, the
results and discussion presented below are based on one participant in each smart
environment.
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Figure 6.4: Holistic view of an elderly person’s behaviour in a smart home.
6.3.1 Case Study 1: Combine all events of ADLs extracted
from real data of a monitored person who lives in a
smart home
This study aims to establish whether the proposed technique can show the overview
of a person’s status and detect abnormality within the behaviour of a participant
who lives in a real environment. In this case study, the data represents all events
of ADLs that are completed in different areas of a smart house. To demonstrate
the holistic view of the monitored person’s activity status based on the sensor
network measurement, the data sets are represented in separate groups. Each
group shows the start time and duration of each event in one area. These events
represent the occupancy activities in each area of the smart home.
For example, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the start time and duration time
of events that represent the occupancy activities for the bedroom and kitchen,
respectively. In both figures, a sample of only three days is depicted. These days
are the same weekday of three weeks. It is very difficult to see each area’s events
in one graph if we are hoping to understand the overall behaviour changes or to
interpret the behaviour; however the proposed technique can display a holistic
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view of the person’s behaviour in one graph. For instance, Figure 6.4 shows the
status of a person based on the collected data for 140 days.
As can be seen from Figure 6.4, the participant is often in a good situation.
Frequently, the percentage of changes in this person’s behaviour are around the
average of his/her daily routine. However, on some days there are some abnor-
malities in the percentage of changes, which goes beyond the second boundaries
that represent the red area in this graph. To explain what led to this result, the
lower graph in Figure 6.4 shows the number of times the participant visited the
areas and the total duration spent in each area, alongside the mean of number
of visits and the total duration for each area. We thus have at least an idea of
the differences in the patterns of normal and abnormal behaviour, as result of
using our technique to interpret the overview of the participant’s behaviour in an
appropriate graph of all events that occurred in all areas in the home.
In addition, this technique makes it possible to identify the abnormality from
low-level sensory signals even if we do not have detailed knowledge of the subject.
Table 6.1 shows a sample of the real data recorded in a smart home, which
represents the three level that are used in our technique. This information shows
that our technique can measure the changes of human behaviour.
Table 6.1: A sample of the results of using HBI with the smart home’s data.
Places
Normal Warning Abnormal
T.D N.V.P T.D N.V.P T.D N.V.P
Bedroom 561 34 488 35 300 30
Kitchen 203 51 217 56 175 55
Bathroom 97 15 154 11 278 13
Hall 102 69 121 82 113 74
Living Room 477 56 458 72 572 73
T.D: Total duration, N.V.P: Number of visiting a place
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Figure 6.5: Sample of events using the desk over three days.
Figure 6.6: Sample of events using the chair over three days.
6.3.2 Case Study 2: Combine all events of ADWs ex-
tracted from real data of a monitored person who
works in a smart office
The aim of this case study is to investigate whether the proposed technique
can show an overview of the person’s status and detect abnormality within the
behaviour of a participant who works in a real environment. In this case study,
the data represents all events of ADWs that are performed in different areas in a
smart office. To demonstrate the holistic view of the monitored person’s activity
status based on the sensor network measurements, the data set is represented in
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Figure 6.7: Holistic view of a person’s behaviour in a smart office.
separate groups. Each group shows the start time and duration of each event
in one area. These events represent the occupancy activities in each area in the
smart office.
It is very important to notice that the data sets overlapped in their times. For
example, when the person is using his/her PC, the PC’s sensor will trigger; at
the same time, the chair’s sensor will trigger. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the
start times and durations of events that represent the occupancy activities for
the desk and the chair, respectively. In both figures, only a sample of three days
is depicted. These days are the same weekday in three weeks (e.g. Mondays).
Applying our technique to such data can help to understand the overall behaviour
changes or the behaviour interpretation by displaying the holistic view of the
person’s behaviour in one graph. For instance, Figure 6.7 shows the status of a
person based on the collected data for three months.
As shown in Figure 6.7, the participant is using his/her office normally. How-
ever, on some days an abnormality occurs and we can see the change in the
percentage of changes levels, which goes beyond the second boundaries that rep-
resent the red area in this graph. To explain what led to this result, the lower
graph in Figure 6.7 shows the number of times the participants used the equip-
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Figure 6.8: Sample of simulated events in the Bedroom over three days.
ment in the office and the total duration of each use, alongside the mean number
of usage and the total duration of use of each piece of equipment. Therefore, we
have at least an idea of the differences in the patterns in the normal and abnormal
behaviour.
Table 6.2 shows that we gained important results from using our technique
with data from multiple sensors that sometimes overlapped. The HBI shows the
progressive changes in the participant’s behaviour and interprets it in one relevant
graph of all events using all sensors in the office. In addition, this technique makes
it possible to identify the abnormality from low-level sensory signals, even if we
do not have detailed knowledge of the subject.
Table 6.2: A sample of the results of using HBI with the smart office’s data.
Places
Normal Warning Abnormal
T.D N.T.S T.D N.T.S T.D N.T.S
Chair 401 83 338 54 303 9
Duration 404 56 513 60 595 67
PC 401 449 291 213 44 48
T.D: Total duration, N.V.P: Number of triggering a sensor
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Figure 6.9: Sample of simulated events in the Kitchen over three days.
Figure 6.10: Holistic view of simulated activities of an elderly person in a smart
home.
6.3.3 Case Study 3: Combine all events of ADLs extracted
from simulated data of an elderly person
In this case study, simulated data prepared for this research to produce data
that can be compared with real data, also it is used to demonstrate that the
proposed technique can detect abnormalities in simulated data, as well to show
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the overview of the person’s status. In this case study, the data represents all
events of a less mobile person’s ADLs that are simulated to be carried out in
different areas in a smart house. The simulated data are grouped into events to
demonstrate the holistic view of the monitored person’s activities.
Each group shows the start time and duration of each event in one area. These
events representing the participant’s activities in each area in the simulated smart
home. For example, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 respectively show the start time and
duration time of events that represent the occupancy activities for the bedroom
and the kitchen. In both figures, a sample of only three days is depicted. These
days are the same weekday in three weeks (e.g. Mondays). However, it is very
difficult to understand the overall situation of the monitored person by observing
each area’s events graph, but we can easily understand the overall behaviour
changes or the behaviour interpretation if we have a single graph to show the
changes. For instance, Figure 6.10 shows the progressive changes of a person’s
behaviour based on the simulated data for around 150 days.
As shown in from Figure 6.10, the participant has some abnormal days based
on the percentage of changes in this person’s behaviour. On the other hand,
we can see that this person has a more stable situation because the frequency
of the percentage of changes in this person’s behaviour are around the average
of his/her daily routine. To explain what led to this result, the lower graph in
Figure 6.10 shows the number of visits to the areas and the total duration in
each area, alongside the mean of the number of visits and the total duration of
each area used as a scale of changes. Therefore, we have at least an idea of the
Table 6.3: A sample of the results of using HBI with the simulated smart home’s
data.
Places
Normal Warning Abnormal
T.D N.V.P T.D N.V.P T.D N.V.P
Bedroom 640 13 673 14 701 14
Kitchen 96 19 102 18 104 18
Bathroom 64 10 48 9 48 10
Go Out 79 1 65 1 49 1
Living Room 560 21 550 19 537 22
T.D: Total duration, N.V.P: Number of visiting a place
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differences in the patterns of normal and abnormal behaviour. Again, in this case
study, we can see from the results from using our technique, that it can be used
to interpret the overview of the participant’s behaviour in an appropriate graph
of all events that occurred in all areas in the home.
In addition, this technique makes it possible to identify the human behaviour
levels that are proposed in our technique (normal, warning and abnormal) from
low-level sensory signals as it is shown in Table Table 6.3.
6.4 Discussion
In this chapter, a novel technique for measuring progressive changes in a person’s
ADL/ADW behaviour is introduced that can deal with multiple activities and
present the output in a single graph. The start time, duration and number of re-
peated events are the most important features in representing a large sensor data
set. These features can also be used in the trend analysis to identify abnormal
behaviour.
Furthermore, the results presented in this chapter show that HBI is a very
promising approach to interpret binary data sets collected from smart environ-
ments. The data sets investigated in this chapter were based on single par-
ticipants who occupied smart environments equipped with appropriate sensors.
These sensors were used to record the events of ADLs and ADWs that represent
the behaviour of the participant and monitor his/her progressive changes. The
results presented in this work show that low-level sensors can provide valuable
information about the patterns and behaviour of the participant. The proposed
approach can be applied to smart environments.
This study aimed to investigate the possibility of predicting events and be-
haviours in our future work. The approach presented in this chapter can work
with overlapping data sets in the office, but it still needs to be examined in terms
of multiple occupancy.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
7.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis presents a novel attempt to answer the research question from the
practical and theoretical point of view. The results obtained from the used tech-
niques in this research allow the conclusion that a smart environment equipped
with sensory devices can provide understandable interpretation of the data sets
collected from the smart environment. Additionally, they can provide informa-
tion about the human behaviour evolution of the participant. The proposed
approaches give better results when the monitored person has activities based on
a daily routine.
The main aim of the research is to investigate effective techniques that can
measure progressive changes in human behaviour using a sensor network to collect
the data from smart environments. The investigated techniques are aimed to
support independent living or working with people who use a smart environment
to monitor their behaviour and identify their ADL or ADW. The research is
conducted to enhance the efforts for better understanding of human behaviour
evolution by identifying trends in the data sets that represent their behaviour
and to predict the direction of the trends within these data sets.
The provided data sets for this investigation are collected from real environ-
ments and from a simulator developed for this research. The simulator is built
with the ability to include trends in the ADL. The real data sets represent the
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occupancy of a smart home and smart office. Both are used to extract the ADL
and ADW patterns of the participants. The data sets are mainly long sequences
of binary data produced by sensor networks, so different approaches for data vi-
sualisation and compression are investigated. In addition, different techniques
are investigated to identify abnormal behaviour in ADLs or ADWs. The new
measures known as HBMI and HBI are used to measure the human behaviour
evolution in the patterns of participants and to predict the direction of trends in
the patterns of the behaviour.
In summary, throughout this research, original knowledge is obtained to un-
derstand the binary data sets’ visualisation, identification and prediction. The
research conclusions with critical discussion and the direction of some future
works are presented in the remaining sections of this chapter.
7.2 Concluding Remarks
This thesis attempts to provide an analysis of identification and prediction of
trends and their directions for human behaviour evolution in ADL and ADW.
Conclusions for various aspects of the project are presented below.
7.2.1 Activity Representation and Visualisation
In this thesis, the need for flexible and efficient techniques to visualise and rep-
resent large binary data sets are highlighted. Data representation techniques are
used and evaluated using data sets obtained from the simulator and smart en-
vironments. For example, the start-time and duration of events are successfully
used to convert and represent the binary sensor data sets, which are used to
measure the changes in human behaviour. In addition, by using the start-time
and duration of all events, the abnormalities in the participant’s behaviour are
detected and the large data sets are clearly visualised. The results show that
these techniques can convert the original long series of binary data sets to time
series data sets without losing their original values and information.
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7.2.2 Trends in Human Behaviour
In this thesis, the relationships between frequent behaviour patterns of the partic-
ipants which represent ADL or ADW in smart environments are studied. We are
interested in identifying trends in human behaviour and predicting the changes
in the trend’s direction. The understanding of the progressive changes in the
participant’s behaviour based on trend analysis is a result of this research.
This study particularly investigated trend analysis in human behaviour, us-
ing indicators to measure the direction of detected trends in binary data sets
which represent the daily events in smart environments. The investigation in
this research is aimed to assess techniques that can identify the trends and their
changes of directions in the pattern of human behaviour. Additionally, it aims to
distinguish between the normal and abnormal behaviour patterns of participants
in smart environments.
Different techniques are applied to find the trends within the data sets that
represent the daily events. These techniques include SMA, CMA, MMA, SMM,
SKT and EWMA. Each of these techniques has a potential to identify trends in
data sets representing human behaviour activities. However, the results of this
investigation show that the EWMA technique is better than other trend analysis
techniques for our binary data sets. EWMA can detect the changes in data
quickly. However, as the data sets in human behaviour could change many times
in different directions, it is rather difficult to predict the trend’s direction within
the sensor data.
To tackle the prediction of trend direction in the data and to identify ab-
normalities in users’ behavioural patterns, the new measure HBMI is proposed.
HBMI can predict upcoming changes in the behavioural data, benefiting in that
from using MACD. The results gained from HBMI are compared to RSI indicator
results. The HBMI gives better results in terms of detecting abnormalities and
the prediction of upcoming changes in behaviour. The APMA is proposed to
predict behavioural data values. APMA is built based on EWMA.
In addition, ANFIS is used in combination with EWMA. The events’ data
will be smoothed by EWMA then ANFIS will predict future activities data. The
proposed techniques are evaluated using several data sets to identify and predict
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the trends in human behaviour patterns. Additionally, based on the gained results
and knowledge from this research, these techniques could be used in other domains
such as monitoring security and safety in smart environments.
7.3 Human Behaviour Evolution Extraction and
Measurement
This research shows that the pattern of human behaviour evolution can be ex-
tracted and predicted in smart environments. We are mainly interested in iden-
tifying similarities and measuring the changes in daily events and understanding
progressive changes in human behaviour. The understanding of the participant’s
behaviour evolution is a result of this research.
This study has particularly investigated measurement of the similarity in bi-
nary data sets which represent daily events in smart environments. The inves-
tigation in this research is aimed to assess measurements that can identify the
changes in the pattern of human behaviour, and to distinguish between normal
and abnormal behaviour patterns of participants in smart environments. The
HBI technique is proposed and applied to binary time series to measure progres-
sive changes in human behaviour and to detect abnormal behaviour. The HBI
allows the supervisor/carer to observe any changes to patterns on a daily basis
and it can interpret and explain the observed changes. The results from HBI
are tested and applied to real data sets in two case studies and they show their
ability to measure the changes and explain them.
In general, the major findings of this research in terms of measuring the
changes in human behaviour activities using binary time series data, collected
from smart environments, are listed below:
1. Very limited research is reported in the literature on measurement of changes
in human behaviour and analysis of binary time series, in particular for
analysing real binary data sets collected from smart environments. This
research has helped with better interpretation and understanding of binary
time series using the investigated techniques.
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2. Real data sets collected from sensors in smart environments could lead to
a large amount of data. This binary data is hard to work with and needs
to be converted into time series using proper techniques that must not be
misleading about the results.
3. Using EWMA has helped to be able to detect trends in the participant’s
behaviour and predict the future of his/her behaviour.
4. The demonstrated results indicate that the combination of prediction and
trend analysis techniques produced a better understanding of time series.
For example, HBMI gives better results than using RSI in terms of un-
derstanding the trends and observing the changes in the participant’s be-
haviour. Additionally, the results presented in this research show that
APMA and the combination of EWMA and ANFIS are very promising
approaches for binary data sets collected from smart environments.
5. The importance of the extraction of daily events from the raw data (time
sequence) as inputs to the used techniques is investigated.
6. The impact of the aggregation of daily events and observation of the be-
haviour changes using HBI technique is investigated. This technique gives
clear results of behavioural changes and interprets them in a suitable graph.
The HBI gives superior results even when data are overlapped such as data
collected from a smart office.
7. Overall, this research could play a vital role in the fields of observing human
behaviour changes with more development.
7.4 Directions for Future Works
Further investigation, in which future works could proceed, is suggested below:
• A further direction following this is to investigate the implementation of
the approaches presented in this thesis for multiple users in smart environ-
ments. The approaches are not tested using data sets representing multiple
occupancies i.e. when the elderly person has a companion pet, which is
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true in some cases, or having more than one person occupying the smart
environment. The complex task is to distinguish between the participant’s
normal pattern and the situation when he/she has visitors at a specific time.
• This study will serve as a base for future studies in which a combination
of data sets from several sensors can be used. The current study has only
examined human behaviour changes in an individual user of a smart envi-
ronment using binary data sets. A future study using data gathered from
other sensors (e.g. non-binary) that may be found in smart environments to
provide big data sets for the experiments would be very interesting. In ad-
dition, using data sets from sensors that can handle multi-attribute vectors
could give more interpretation and explanation of these data sets.
• Building a friendly user interface system to train and test these techniques
online would be interesting.
• The progressive changes techniques used in this research could be extended
to measure more complex human behaviour.
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